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Introduction

The recollections in this book are what might be called a
baring of my inner self.
For years I shied from touching these memories. It didn’t
take much effort; they were scalding and I couldn’t get near
them, at least during daylight hours.
Our time is limited in length, but its passage widens our
perspective.

I don’t know when the change came. At some point I felt that
what happened to me long ago had moved and was standing
on its own, as if with a different backdrop. The colors with
which the past was painted are now meant for other eyes. My
personal matters became something different that others also
have a hand in. My friends and opponents are partners in my
past and can take their rightful places. And my daughters and
grandchildren? Don’t they have a right to know?
I will offer recollections of one period of my life, that which
has been the most meaningful one for me. Neither before nor
after that time have I enjoyed the same harmonious feeling
of a person living a completely meaningful life.
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Will the simple, small details with which I fill the book
succeed in revealing the sparks that lay hidden in the deeds?
I hope so, but only time will tell.
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Foreword

A recorded experience is of its nature subjective and limited
to the writer’s perspective, hewn from the writer’s life and
what the sieve of memory has left imprinted in his soul.

To historians studying a particular period, a personal
recollection is of only secondary importance. It is not
solid evidence. Their objective sources are documents,
archeological findings, and official reports, all of which can
be compared and checked against each other. This does not
make the stories that follow and the personal events I describe
fiction. Moreover, they are intimately tied to the period in
which they occurred. They could not have happened at any
other time. Most of them are unique in terms of their form.

They have a purpose. To try and convey the feelings and
determination inside us, which were subjective, but which
led to actions and events, which were objective. Actions have
dates and documentation. Their results belong to history.
History is not just a chronological list of events, though it
may sometimes seem so, but a summary of what happened,
a way of reading it. The discourse, the study of history, is the
study of processes and their consequences for an era.

•••
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In order to understand and draw conclusions, researchers
are dependent on the creators of history; there is a mutual
dependence, because the creators need the historian’s chisel
to enshrine their deeds in the halls of eternity.
I thought of this when my desire to record certain special
incidents ripened, memories and experiences of a time
when we had a hand (not the only one) in the dramatic
transformation of our position in the Land of Israel, when we
forced the British to leave and we gained our independence.

I questioned hard the value of apparently personal and
private stories when they are not assimilated into the great
circle of historical events that created and engendered them.
And looking back, they tell of turning a dream into reality. I
have tried to stick to the facts. I have tried to describe how an
individual, with his personal weaknesses, becomes a factor,
and how the human spirit creates opportunities for a reality
that had not previously been possible.
Yet while events involve facts and figures, times and dates,
have been chronicled, and can be corroborated by various
documents, the life experiences and some of the deeds
survive to this day only in individual memories. I have held
such memories dear all these years; they are as fresh as ever.
Perhaps they are only a drop in the sea, but to me they are the
atoms that make the body.
I do not presume to write our history. I leave that to
professionals. I do not intend to scrutinize the global or
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national developments of the time.

I am not qualified to do so. I am given but to the thoughts and
fates of the people who took part with me in the process.
The stories in this book are indeed personal. Each and every
one is a description of moments that were; moments when
I experienced and was tried in remarkable circumstances.
Perhaps through my private and small looking glass, an
explanation for what took place in the heart of the matter
will become visible. If I succeed in conveying our feelings,
perhaps what I write will shine light on the atmosphere of
sacrifice, conviction, and hope that motivated us.

After my first attempt, I discovered that entering another’s
mind, writing what I thought he was thinking, was forcing me
into the realm of fiction, which I was trying to avoid. Yet...
where did we, an entire generation - every underground and
organization in its own time and with its own methods - draw
the motivation to take upon ourselves the responsibility (no
one asked us to do so) to fight the British, expel them from
the country, and establish an independent state? From where
did we draw such motivation...?
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Lehi Collected Works, vol. 1, pp. 237-38

20 Escape from the Latrun Concentration Camp
[...] Latrun has four camps: No. 1 - Enemy citizens, Germans and Italians
who refused to sign a declaration of opposition to Nazi ideology; No.

2 - A mix of about twenty nationalities, mostly from Allied countries,

suspected of ties with the enemy; No. 3 - Arab followers of the Jerusalem
Mufti who support every German victory and mourn its losses; Finally,
no. 4 - the Jewish camp, with approximately one hundred prisoners.

[...] The Jews are “special.” They are not allowed out of the limited camp
perimeter. Their every move is supervised by British policemen.

Plans for the Tunnel
This was the plan: An opening would be made in one of the comers of

the floor of the hut nearest the fence. A two-meter pit would be dug from
which they would proceed through a tunnel, under the inner fence, under
the electrical fence, all the way to the man-made canal in the empty lot that
channels rain water from the camp to the nearby riverbed. The escapees

were to crawl through this canal in the dark of night, further shaded by the

canal wall itself, until they were beyond the outer fence.
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Are You Wailing for Eliahu?
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Chapter 1

I Leave Home

On the day - my birthday - that we went to the sandy dunes
of Holon to the shooting range, on that day, or maybe the
next, I stopped sleeping in my parents’ house, and I never
returned to my own bed.
It may be that had I not been absent from home that day, had
I not gone to the range, I would have been arrested and sent
to jail.
After some strange visitors came to our house, my father
burned my diary, which had been hidden in the storage room
of his bookbinding store, and he burned my photographs
and anything he thought might “incriminate” me. And I
had actually thought no one knew where I had hidden my
secrets.
I imagined the fear that gripped my parents when the strangers
with their unreadable expressions appeared asking questions
and searching for me. My parents immediately felt that these
strangers did not have my best interests at heart.
The loss of my diary and notes, which went up in smoke,
saddened me. I have never been able to reconstruct them, but
I knew that this was a sacrifice that I had to make and, really,
not the most important one. I took a deep breath, attempting
to deal with the necessities of this new and special reality.
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It was as if part of my former life had been erased, and I
opened a new stage of life with a first sacrifice.
It was a symbol and a milestone and took me away from my
parents, just like that.
I asked to speak with my father in private and we went out
to the porch. We did not bother with the light. I wanted to let
him know what was happening.
My father, a pleasant and agreeable man who never raised
his voice at us, his children, remained the silent observer
then, too. I, however, the talkative one, choked on my words.
My voice scratched my throat as I said, “I’m leaving home.”
Those were the orders from Lehi (the “Fighters for the
Freedom of Israel”) headquarters.
I felt deep in my chest the shocked look on his face. I had
gone too far, I was not acting the way our family did. I looked
at my father’s pale face, given a green hue by the light of the
bulb shining through the window. “Are you sure you have
to leave?” he asked in a whisper befitting the underground.
There was a note of hesitation in his voice. I nodded. Thus
we stood there on that porch, on a cold December night.
Suddenly I felt a warm, moist drop making its way down my
cheek.
It was, perhaps, the most intimate and special moment I
remember us sharing; an adult conversation. Two adults. Thin
streaks of light poking through the shutter’s slats revealed a
spark of premature longing and sadness in his eyes. I didn’t
hug him. He didn’t hug me. So the tear on the tip of my nose
was not absorbed by his shoulder. That was not our way, not
our tradition.
Now I was my own master. Or rather, in the service of the
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underground. I became part of the “administration.”
The envious gaze of my partners in the unit, Uri (Moshe
Radomiselsky) and Petachia (Haim Ribenbach), followed
me. Uri and Petachia...the two names were almost always
uttered together. Like twins. “So, you’re really going
underground?” They had wanted to do that.
We had been working together for over a year. Every day. We
would cover miles. Each one riding his bicycle, rushing from
city to city to hang wall posters and distribute underground
literature. What other means did we have to explain what we
were doing? Uri would run ahead, spreading glue on walls
or display windows, and Petachia and I would catch up and
hang the posters very “professionally” - straight and smooth.
So they would be easy to read. “Look, look,” we delighted in
seeing people stop to read our notices.
Together, we stood guard. We stole jugs of milk in which to
store weapons. Just recently we carried food and water to
the escapees from the Latrun Detention Camp. They were
staying in a bunker they had dug in the same sand dunes
of Holon. After digging a tunnel more than 70 meters long
to escape from the detention camp, building a bunker in
transient sand dunes was child’s play.
I thought: “We’ve done everything together. And now, when
will I see you again? At what crossroads will we meet? Surely
it won’t be soon. Ell have to get by without their smiles and
the optimism they radiate. And without the jokes.”
I wondered: “Where am I heading? What position has been
picked for me?” I tried to be patient. I knew I had to wait.
Meanwhile, when I was taken to a woman who lived alone
and wanted to do her bit for the homeland, I mustered a mild,
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half-forgotten talent for acting; I was introduced as a “new
immigrant” in need of a place to stay in the city.
I was a friendly “immigrant,” one who insisted on speaking
Hebrew despite her poor knowledge of the language. My
yekke (German) accent helped. I breathed the clean, starched
sheets for only a few nights before moving on without ever
learning whether my performance had been convincing. My
next station was a small room behind a staircase, also in Tel
Aviv. The room was perfect for the underground. It had an
inconspicuous entrance. One could come and go without
being noticed by any neighbors.
I found Hana (Geula Cohen) there. This was her temporary
permanent residence. I met her a while before when she had
no place to sleep and stayed in my parents’ house, in my
room. Despite all the rules of confidentiality and secrecy,
she was famous in the underground and spoken of with great
respect. Some of her words and deeds were whispered about.
I assumed that had I not already known her, I would not have
been lodged now in her room. What evoked my admiration
and simultaneously my dread was the firm way she talked
about the danger of torture that we faced if arrested. “I,” she
said with deep confidence, “even if I’m wounded, I’ll tear
off the bandages and open the wounds, as Yaacov Raz did,
and bleed to death.”
I believed her then and I still believe that she would have
acted just as she had decided and would not have revealed
anything to her interrogators.
The strength of her resolve embarrassed me. I knew that I
should say something equal to her words, for I could find
myself in the same situations. But I couldn’t. I hoped. I hoped
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with all my heart that if, Heaven forbid, I were to fall into
such a horrible situation, my courage would hold: “I want to.
Truly want to. But God! Please don’t test me.”
I was excited by the drastic change in my life. Every day
brought a new discovery. I was probably soaring as if I
were in a fairy tale. That night and the following one I slept
with a feeling of great satisfaction. Even the iron bed, and
the sheets that had warmed many guests over the past few
months without ever having been inside a wash tub, made
the unique character of underground life more real to me.
From those nights, two trivial memories have etched
themselves into my memory, and they have nothing to do with
the underground. The first is a conversation I unintentionally
overheard between Geula and Amnon (Pinhas Ginosar).
They both worked in the Youth Division, teaching. They
were two intelligent people who spoke the same language
and had important things to discuss.
I went to sleep early that night. I don’t know how long I
slept. But I woke and they were still talking. “Did you notice
her eyes?” Amnon’s voice asked. “Whose?” asked Geula.
“The one who sleeps here.” He didn’t remember my name.
And he added, “She looks like she has Graves’ disease.” Oy,
I thought, why did I have to wake up just in time to hear
that.
The second memory has to do with a reproduction of a
painting that hung on the wall. The Mona Lisa.
While I preferred to forget the “compliment” Amnon paid
my large eyes, the Mona Lisa stayed with me for many years.
Geula took it off the wall and gave it to me. “I see that you
like it,” she said.
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A painter, who worked in our house years later, after the
establishment of the state, looked at the Mona Lisa with
macho disdain and explained to me, “See how he looks...,”
and he added disdainfully, “he looks like a woman, this
Leonardo da Vinci.”
But then, in those rooms, these were temporary stations.
They seemed long to me. I waited impatiently for the Lehi
Central Committee’s decision. For any appointment, job,
position. My God, when?
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Davar editorial, February 25,1944

Hebrew youth has not and will not be educated to hate and kill government

officials or go to war against British police and soldiers

February 29, 1944

Calling Haifa Workers to
“Destroy the Degenerates’ Nest”
The Assembly of Haifa Workers sees the groups of terrorists pretending to

fight for the freedom of Israel as evil fascist gangs who are desecrating the
noble ideals of Zionism and obstructing the efforts of the Yishuv to attain

freedom and independence in our land.

Ha’aretz, March 26,1944

In the Wake of the Terror: Curfew until Further Notice
Six British soldiers killed - Great devastation in the police stations of

Jerusalem, Haifa and Jaffa - Curfew imposed on Tel Aviv, the Jewish
sectors of Jerusalem and Hadar HaCarmel - Suspects arrested

Curfew from 5 P.M. to 5 A.M.
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Chapter 2

What Can Women Do?

One young woman with two men. Both experienced veterans.
The kind already surrounded by legends. Their roles in
the underground had offered them exciting adventures.
Dangerous activities, prison, and even jailbreaks.
“After all their experience and all the operations they have
taken part in, they must know everything,” I thought. To me
they were examples and symbols, like Sarah Aharonson,
whose first name I had chosen as my underground nom de
guerre. Otherwise I would have died of envy. It took me
a while to lower them from Mount Olympus and consider
them human beings.
Meanwhile I went to work. I was assigned to be a contact.
An important job. Reuven (Shlomo Yaacobi), one of the two
men and the one in charge there, would tear a page from a
notebook, fill half of it with tiny handwriting, tear it, and
fold it once, twice, three times. He would seal it with tape
and write the letter “M.” “Take this note,” he said. And I left
the hut in Ramataim and went to Tel Aviv.
In Tel Aviv I went to Rina’s kiosk on the comer of Nahalat
Binyamin and Allenby Streets. Together with the payment
for a soda water or a soft drink I slipped her the note. She
knew where to take it. With the supposed change, she gave
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me a note from Lehi’s Central Committee to the residents of
the hut. “The notes must not fall into the hands of the police,”
I had been warned. That was in any case also obvious. I had
tried chewing and swallowing paper, to be ready.
With few if any telephones available, a personal contact was
the fastest and safest method. The postal system was slow and
open to the risk of roving eyes. A contact was a trustworthy
person who could be relied on. As for me, it afforded me
a wide berth, travel, and meetings with interesting people.
Even if it wasn’t combat duty, I was close to the action.
I’m getting ahead ofmy self, for the second job I was assigned,
or rather the first, was cooking. It turned out, when I got
from Tel Aviv to the hut in Ramataim, that I was expected to
prepare meals for its residents.
They had to eat, and if not I, then who would do it?
“Every combat operation requires a system of assistance and
support without which it can’t be executed,” Shraga (Yaacov
Banai), who came later, tried to appease me. “If you remove
a single column from a building, all of it will collapse.”
He himself was an entire group of columns. I understood
the principle and the metaphor that he suggested. At least I
was a column. I tried to internalize the fact that I was doing
something of great importance.
Ultimately, and without intending to, I won their appreciation.
To my great surprise, I won it not for what I did but for what
I refused to do.
Reuven would ask me, “What jobs should women do in
the underground? Tell me. What can women do?” Without
waiting for a reply, he would answer his own question.
“They can cook. They are useful as companions who won’t
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arouse suspicion on surveillance or in ambushes. Mainly,
they are good as contacts. The English won’t search their
clothes. What else?” And he would conclude with a shrug of
his shoulder and a question mark.
At first I thought he said this to be cruel or at least to be
provocative. Why would he make such an effort to narrow
my horizons? Only after I knew him better did I understand
the toughness of his integrity, a toughness that bordered
on ruthlessness. That’s what he thought so that’s what he
said. He never compromised, not even for his own benefit. I
didn’t agree with him and I knew that I would yet prove him
wrong.
Meanwhile, in line with their beliefs, Reuven and Giora
(Moshe Bar-Giora), the other man in the hut, trapped inside
and unable to leave during the day, attempted to fill my
life with substance: “It is the duty of women to clean and
do the laundry.” That’s what they said. “What?” I couldn’t
believe my ears. The words threatened to shatter my dreams.
Suddenly I imagined myself leaning over a huge iron laundry
pot and, like Cinderella, crouching, a rough brush in hand,
scrubbing the floor.
I thought: “What? Will this be the action I take to expel the
British? Will this be my part in the establishment of a free
Hebrew ‘kingdom’ and an independent state? Cooking, all
right - I’ve never seen a man cook. But...uh....” “No!” I
dared to oppose them: “Cleaning the house - everyone will
clean in turn. And the laundry - everyone will do his own.”
They looked at me surprised. Their expression was odd. I
couldn’t read it. But finally they backed off.
During my years of activity in the underground, I engaged
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in many and various activities. Some of them earned me
respect, I believe.
But this small and marginal incident taught me much about
human nature. It taught me about the great effort that a person
must make in order to win appreciation for his deeds and his
personality. I also discovered the decisive power and swift
recompense of the word “no.”
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Ha’aretz, March 28,1944

“Prevent Acts of Criminal Hooliganism”

Ha’aretz, March 28,1944

Weizmann Condemns the Terror
“We will have to begin informing and educating the world about Zionism
from the start.”

Ha’aretz, July 7,1944

Matityahu Shmuelevitz Pardoned
Death Sentence Reduced to Life in Prison
The Commander of the Military Forces in the country pardoned Matityahu
Shmuelevitz, also known as Rafael Birenbaum, who was sentenced to
death by the Jerusalem military court for shooting a British soldier and

carrying a second gun, 26 bullets, a bomb and hand grenade in Tel Aviv on
April 4 this year. The death sentence was reduced to life in prison.
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Chapter 3

Let’s Make a Toast

“Let’s make a toast,” Joshua (David Ardon) smiled at me.
Without waiting for a reply he turned to the buffet that stood
along the wall and took from the cabinet a bottle of wine and
two glasses.
“In honor of what?”
“In honor of..and he didn’t finish his sentence.
Until now I had taken a sip or two of the Kiddush wine at
the family dinner table on Sabbath evenings. This, though,
was something new, drinking wine just like that.. .and on no
particular occasion. No custom or tradition, no celebration
or anything. Strange. The innovation gladdened me, it was
like setting off on an adventure into the unknown. Just like
that, for no reason. But one didn’t drink wine just like that.
Wine isn’t water.
Joshua was a strange character among the Lehi members.
He lived alone in a small house at the entrance to Ra’anana.
He was already “old,” something like 32 or 35. His round
face radiated warmth. One got the impression that when
his cheeks formed, God breathed into them and filled them
to their capacity. And his lips were always smiling gently,
hinting that “I know things that I can’t talk about.” I was sent
to give him a message. That is, a small, much folded note,
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sealed with tape. He greeted me warmly, as though I were an
old and dear friend. “It’s so representative,” I thought, “it’s
the same feeling and curiosity we all have when meeting
new members.” He was pleasant and good mannered, not
at all a “Sabra.” I saw that he was a man of ideas and not
very practical. I didn’t know what was in the note, but after
he read it, he burned it, and from afar I glimpsed the tiny,
cramped letters.
Let’s make a toast. Very well, as if I had played a part in
a mysterious adventure. I understood that he wanted to
celebrate or wish for something that I didn’t know about. Was
it for the success of a mission that was about to commence,
and I didn’t know about it? But that couldn’t be, he wouldn’t
know. My instincts told me that he wasn’t on the frontlines.
The members who go on operations, I assumed in those days,
were the core. I myself wanted to take part in operations. I
wanted to touch the core. I promised myself that I would be
as determined as a man and would be able to do my share
like one. I also knew that the Central Committee hadn’t yet
given its authorization.
Joshua handed me a glass half filled with wine. His lips were
a mysterious smile. He tapped his glass to mine and raised
it in a toast.
“Let’s drink,” he said festively, “to your f-e-m-i-n-i-n-i-ty•”
What? -1 thought - To my femininity? Me? Feminine? That
of all things?
Aside from the oddity of his referring to me personally, which
wasn’t wholly unpleasant, though it was also unthinkable,
I was a bit shocked. How could it be that someone could
30
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mistakenly see in me something so different from what I saw
in myself?
Back in the hut. From the mirror on the opposite wall, a sort
of young boy, resilient and determined, looked at me. Nearly
flat-chested. Virginal.
I thought, “This is a woman?”
I never wondered whether I would have preferred to be a
man. The prayer “Blessed be He who did not create me a
woman,” which men recite every morning, infuriated me.
I said to myself, “Blessed be He who did not create me a
man.” I didn’t want to be anyone other than who I was. But
my ideal was a boyish woman. To show up all those who
“defended” women, who thought that women couldn’t do all
that they could do. How wrong they were!
I remembered conversations about this with my friends in
the unit. Petachia and Uri based their argument on men’s
superior physical strength. That was true, I admitted. But
how we value various actions would make my point. “What
do you two think?” I argued, “Do you believe that working
on cars, displays of force, and fighting battles are more
important than developing ideas and culture?” I exaggerated
proudly, and the two of them smiled and self-effacingly
replied, “You’ll admit that we can’t bare children.” What
brilliance!
They were men. Could they be expected to give up the inborn
advantage they had since childhood? And yet, I forgave
them. They treated me and other female members of the
underground as comrades, equally and with devotion.
On bicycles, we covered the streets of Tel Aviv, we distributed
and scattered literature and hung posters. When I complained
••.
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to Arazia (Nehemia Ben-Tor), who was in charge of our cell,
that we had too many free days, he added Ramat Gan, B’nei
Brak and Petach Tikva to our route. Then we were really
busy.
To my surprise, Uri and Petachia, who were in Lehi longer
than I, were not happy with the additional work. They longed
for actual combat operations.
Ultimately, I nearly preceded them when I was assigned my
first “combat” mission, though it is nothing to brag about.
A year earlier, in an unused underground shelter - toward
the end of World War II the Allies were on the tail of the
retreating German army and there was no threat of bombing
- there in the darkness of the pit, in the shelter, where it
was so dark that I couldn’t even see my own fingers, I
stood, or rather I sat, before a few shadows serving as the
“Admissions Committee,” and they examined me, asking
what I knew about Lehi and why I wished to join its ranks.
If I were aware of the difficulties and of what my decision
would demand of me. What I was willing to do for it. A lot of
“simple” questions. I had waited so long to appear before an
Admissions Committee. I had to get in. My answers sounded
forced and banal. Every letter drew its own heartbeat. The
point was whether I was ready to sacrifice my life. I had
examined myself earlier: Did I want to sacrifice my life? No.
I didn’t want to sacrifice my life. But I did want to “repair
the world. Our world.” I wanted to change the fate of my
people, “once and for all.”
I loved life, so how could I relinquish it? I probed my soul
to see if the meaning in life could be found in just living. I
knew I had to decide.
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“If it be necessary, then I will also give my life,” I hedged in
grave seriousness.
I imagined I would have a combat role. Like Jean of Arc. I’d
be a heroine, like Sarah Aharonson. They were my models.
An ideal in all its purity. As noted, I chose “Sarah” as my
nom de guerre.
No more doubts, uncertainty or examination. I was free. I
wasn’t focused on myself, I’d be an active part of the creation
of history, even if only a small cog in the machine. And
finally, my first operation came. But when they explained
the operation to us, I felt that Newton’s law of gravitation
had proven itself. “Confiscation of money,” it was called.
My heart dropped to the floor. It was a bank robbery. I’d
rather not die for money, I thought to myself. I saw myself
running into a bank. Threatening the cashier with a gun,
yelling “Hands up,” and grabbing cash for the underground.
In my wildest dreams I would not have imagined that I, I,
would rob a bank. I didn’t tell anybody what I was thinking.
“Good! I’m finally going on an operation.” But privately I
couldn’t decide which of the two was more hypocritical. If I
recoiled morally from “confiscating money,” which is what
it really was, then why was I pretending that it was good. Yet
I knew that the activity and existence of the underground
depended on such funding, so why did I recoil?
Actually, my role was less heroic. I and two other girls had to
stand at a safe distance from the bank and wait until the end
of the operation. Under our dresses we wore T-shirts with
pockets so we could transfer the money to a safe location.
Our pockets remained empty. It was never explained to me
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why at the last minute, the operation was cancelled.
Many days had passed since that first toast with Joshua and
again I took a drink, this time with my friends.
In my mind, alcohol was connected with drunkenness. I
hadn’t seen many drunks in my life. But those that I’d seen in
films were always gay and flabby, without any self-control.
Even one sip would give me a feeling of elegiac sadness,
and I certainly didn’t want to lose the self-control of which
I was so proud. But drinking in a group, and not necessarily
alcohol, is also part of the social experience. We’d heard
about the milieu of the Palmach. Sitting around bonfires
with the finjan (coffee kettle). Group singing, in open fields,
in kibbutzim. There must have been a great deal of charm
and social bonding in it. Everyone knew everyone.
Even had we wanted to, we could not have acted as they
did. Most of us lived in the cities. We operated without the
backing of a political party and with no financial support.
The organization of our activities was better protected in a
city. Most of our operations set out from a city, whatever their
destination. A few set out from towns and villages where
there were Lehi branches. Wherever we were, we lived with
borrowed identities. Incognito. Hidden.
Still, we sometimes felt that something was missing. Like
social ambiance. We wanted to have a small gathering.
Maybe no more than four or five members, a little festive
feeling, just to sing together.
We had underground songs and we could not - we were
forbidden to - sing them aloud, as one would ordinarily
sing.
But there came a day when Nadav (Moshe Armoni) told
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me a secret. “We have organized an Operations Division in
Haifa.” “What do you mean? The Haifa members carry out
operations all the time.” “True,” Nadav answered, “but now
we, too, will have a division with a name.” At the time, Tel
Aviv was already organized by divisions. “Boaz [Yehuda
Gur, the head of the Haifa branch] ‘invites’ us to have a
drink.”
It happened as he said. We raised a toast.
We came, eight of us, without raising any suspicions.
Individually or in couples we entered an apartment on
Herzliya Street. The start was moving. The feeling was
that we were indulging in some sweet sin. We were Hanan
(Joseph Dar), Moshe (Zvi Ertel), the “Maharaja” (Avraham
Yehudai), Zvi (Yaacov Alkalai), Israel (Moshe Bar-Giora),
Nadav, Boaz, and I. Yes, yes, I, too, had been assigned to the
Operations Division. Someone brought glasses and a bottle
of cognac he’d somehow gotten hold of. There was no need
for a lot of talk. This move meant that the underground was
developing. We poured everyone a glass and huddled in a
circle. “To success!” “Yes! To success.” After the first few
sips we all waxed nostalgic and began singing. We sang all
the Lehi songs. Softly, softly, as we huddled closer together
so the neighbors wouldn’t be able to hear us.
The end of the “party” was not up to its start. It turned
prosaic, as the cognac turned in the boys’ stomachs. The
singing became belching, and the spoiled drink interrupted
with sounds of a different sort.
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Ha’aretz, August 9,1944

Attempted Assassination of the High Commissioner
Commissioner Lightly Injured, Aide-de-Camp Seriously
Wounded - Assassins Escape
The afternoon of August 8, the High Commissioner and Lady MacMichael
drove by car to a farewell party. Their car, accompanied by a police escort,

was ambushed on the Jerusalem-Jaffa road, approximately four kilometers
from Jerusalem; the shots were fired from submachine guns on the sides

of the road.

H.M. [Harold MacMichael] was very lightly injured in the hand and thigh;
Lady MacMichael was unharmed. The commissioner's aide-de-camp,

Major Nicholl, was hit in the lungs and seriously injured. The policeman

driving was seriously wounded in his neck.
Yediot Aharonot, September 28,1944

Parliament Discusses Attack on the Commissioner
The collective fine is justified considering the current security
situation in Palestine - London (Reuters)
The current security situation in Eretz Israel justifies the use of collective
fines, declared Secretary of State for the Colonies Oliver Stanley in
Parliament today.

Lehi Collected Works, vol. 1, pp. 463-64

The Freedom Fighter

Elisha
died a hero’s death in a clash with the foreign regime's soldiers on

Sunday, 24 Adar 5704, on Mazeh Street in Tel Aviv.
Honor his memory!

Fighters for the Freedom of Israel (LEHI)
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Chapter 4

Excuse Me,
Are You Waiting for Eliahu?

“A course will begin here tomorrow,” Reuven revealed to me.
“What, really? Here in the hut? A weapons course?” I shot
three questions one after the other. “No,” Reuven chuckled,
“not a weapons course, a tactics course.” He stressed the
words while watching closely to see the impression they
were making on me. And as if he were offering me a rare
gift.
It came as a real surprise. A program like that takes more
than one night’s planning. Both Reuven and Giora lived in
the hut before I arrived, they surely knew about the plan for
some time, yet they never said a word to me about it. Really,
though, they had no practical need to tell me.
Reuven smiled with satisfaction when he saw my joy. I
couldn’t always tell when he was looking at me. One of his
eyes used to wander to the side, as if it were absorbed in
other thoughts.
I thought, “Finally! Something serious is going to happen
here. Good!” Fora month, the two of them, Reuven and Giora,
had sat idly from morning to sundown, when they would go
out. During the day they tried to kill time by playing cards or
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walking back and forth impatiently. Why didn’t they leave
the house for so many days? When I wasn’t on the road I
would join their card games. We played rummy. It was more
exciting with three players than with two. I always lost. I
owed them dozens of shoe shines.
In the end their waiting paid off. There was to be a course!
But what exactly did a course in tactics mean? This was the
first time I’d heard the phrase “a tactics course.” In truth,
since I’d joined the underground everything that happened
was new and extraordinary to me, everything that happened
was surprising and was happening for the first time.

That morning, after a deep night’s sleep, when I, as usual,
entered the large room where the two of them slept, I saw
a strange sight. I found Giora sitting at the table, a small
square mirror on the table in front of him. He was dipping
a brush into some sort of clear liquid and applying it to his
hair. He wet his head and his hair began to foam. “Hydrogen
peroxide,” he explained, noticing my inquisitive look. Only
then did I discover that his natural hair color was black, not
red. Why? Why was he changing his appearance?

When I joined Lehi I took a short course in the use of guns. We
were three in my cell; two men and me. And the instructor. It
was the first time I had seen guns outside of the movies, real
guns; we actually held them in our hands. “Today you are
crossing a border,” I warned myself. “This is the beginning
of real activity, this isn’t a children’s game.” “You have a
gun, be careful.” I tried to control my excitement. A gun
meant life and death. “You are holding an instrument that
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determines fate.”
We studied the small “P.B.” pistol, the Parabellum, and the
Nagant, a type of revolver. I couldn’t, of course, foresee that
the small and less important P.B. would later be the one by
which I’d be wounded. We learned how to dismantle the
guns and reassemble them. I liked the Parabellum. “What
an intricate piece of machinery.” It came apart and was put
together again with only one screw. Everything fit perfectly.
What does Parabellum mean? Later, in the hut, Reuven read
me a Latin phrase: Si vis pacim para bellum, meaning:
“If you want peace, prepare for war.” It was a cruel saying,
but wise, I thought. Considering human nature, peace that
comes from weakness can’t last.
Meanwhile, we were fighting a war against the British, and
highfalutin words were certainly not going to get rid of
them.
But even with only three guns, you can start a war, if you are
the one who decides against whom you are fighting and if
the cause is important to you. You appear from nowhere and
set the terms, when and how to attack. Then you disappear
from sight.
I liked the coolness of the metal in my hand. A feeling of
strength and control flowed from it to me. I was a new
person. I was not alone. Holding it was taking fate in my
hands. No, I would not accept what had been forced upon us
until now, under no circumstances would I accept the role of
victim. But would I really be able to press the trigger, to kill
if I were ordered to, even if it is the enemy? That’s a difficult
question.
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The gun course took place in Dan’s (Yaacov Ganor) house
when his parents were out on errands. Dan was his nom de
guerre. At the time I didn’t know his real name. I had met him
only two days earlier, at the comer of Balfour and Allenby
Streets in Tel Aviv. We introduced ourselves by password. A
blind date had been set for us. I held a rolled newspaper in
my hand.
He approached, handsome, blond, with an awfully serious
expression. Later I learned to appreciate his sharp, ironic
humor, with which he made us laugh while his expression
remained unchanged.
“Excuse me, are you waiting for Eliahu?”
“No,” was the password’s answer, “I’m waiting for a
tractor.”
We would lock the door to his apartment with a key during
the training, so as not to be surprised. It was quite unpleasant;
what were we - thieves in the night? But I told myself that we
hadn’t invaded a stranger’s home, this was Dan’s house and
he let us in, and I convinced myself. So why the emotional
reaction? We were three young people and an instructor. We
needed time to hide the weapons, should the need arise. In
any case, we had to prepare ourselves for action, not talk. I
felt my parents’ eyes watching me.
When the course ended I knew that I had learned something
valuable. I had progressed another step, and was more
valuable to the underground than I had been before. I also
discovered and was surprised by the changes inside me and
the process of breaking taboos and rules on which I had been
raised, and whose grip on me was loosening.
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Who were the participants in the course this time? There was
no point in asking and so I didn’t. I assumed that the big shots
would be chosen for a tactics course, not me. Compared to
the veteran members I was a mere toddler. In any case, I
would have a rare opportunity to meet these people.
There was no point in asking who or what. Information that
wasn’t directly relevant to an upcoming mission wasn’t
necessary and could be damaging. That was the law of the
underground and a law is a law.
One after the other the men arrived. Six of them, slipping
into the hut when it got dark, at intervals. Six of them. Only
six. I saw how happy they were to meet, to see each other.
They slapped each other’s backs as if they’d been waiting a
long time for this meeting. “They know each other well,” I
thought. It was obvious.
Something hung in the air. It was as if... this were a celebration.
Excitement ran through us. It was a new beginning.
As soon as I’d enlisted in Lehi I began thinking differently
from the way I’d been taught. But now, here, for the first
time, I heard bells ringing. I decided that I didn’t care if they
mocked us in all the newspapers or on the radio, calling us
“a small group of lunatics who presume they can expel the
great British empire.”
I felt that we were traveling a just path, the only possible
one, even if it turned out to be a long road. In my heart I
committed myself to brotherhood with each and every one
of our members.
Shraga arrived. Tall and impressive. His inquisitive eyes took
in his surroundings. And Dov (Yaacov Granek), pleasant
and smiling. You couldn’t help but like him. He would lean
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forward, as though he wanted to jump, to skip from the first
step over all the rest. The “Kolkhoznik,” as we called him
(Yaacov Bentov; the nickname means a Soviet collective
farmer), was another participant. He had a wizard’s smile,
as if he were letting you know that deep inside he kept a
surprising secret. Another young man arrived, too. Strangely
enough, I can’t remember anything about him, and years
later I even began to doubt that he was there. But Reuven,
who along with Giora lived in the hut and joined the course,
assured me that Kalman was indeed one of the six.
I was given the “honorable” duties of cook and contact,
exactly the same duties that I had executed until now for the
residents of the hut.
I accepted the verdict. In my parents’ house I had learned
that only women knew how to cook. Men just weren’t bom
for it. It wasn’t in their genes. My father’s only involvement
in culinary matters was just before Sabbath lunches, when he
would cut onions into tiny pieces for our family’s traditional
egg salad. I was never given a part in the household chores
or the cooking. My mother would look at me, at the skin and
bones that I was, with great pity, and spare me the effort:
“You’ll have your chance to learn,” she would say and excuse
me from such responsibilities.
What I did know was how to boil water and fry an omelet. This
was the “vast well” of knowledge I had brought with me to
the underground when I was appointed “chef.” Surprisingly,
it more or less suited the financial state of the organization.
It was congruent with the scanty funds that we could allot to
domestic finances.
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Aghion, the course’s commander and instructor, arrived a
day after the participants did. He was chubby, with a round
face, and his cheeks overflowed and covered his neck. At
that time, there was no one in Lehi with more expertise in
combat doctrine, or in the production and use of mines and
explosives.
The men immediately, enthusiastically, and earnestly began
their studies. From morning until night, every day, as though
their entire future depended on it. On second thought,
perhaps their future and their lives really did depend on what
they learned in the course. It put tools at their disposal and a
wider perspective when planning combat missions.
Their engrossment played to my benefit, too. They didn’t
notice the quality of the food they were served. It didn’t
matter to them. The menu was set: one day, potatoes for lunch;
the next day, lentils. If the food I cooked came out thick, it
turned out that I’d prepared porridge. If it came out thin,
then it was soup. The men hungrily ate what ever I served
them. They never complained. That was all I knew how to
cook. Sometimes I wondered: Most of them have families or
had families. They know what good Jewish food tastes like,
and all they have to say about what I serve them is, “Fine.
Very tasty.” I discovered later that most of them had left their
parents homes four or five years earlier. Had they forgotten
the tastes? No, that was unlikely. Apparently, they didn’t
want to embarrass me and my efforts; and what could they
ask of the underground, whose resources were nearly nil?
Rarely, a nostalgic memory or scent stumbled into the soup
and then they could smell the virtual aromas of Mother’s
cooking. Many years later, when I worked on recording Lehi’s
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history, interviewing and taping its members, I discovered
and understood the frustration of the boys whose families
remained in the Diaspora, and their feelings of guilt over the
families’ suffering there. It was expressed most definitively
in a diary written by Baruch (Joseph Rosenberg, may he rest
in peace). The diary was found after he was killed in Haifa.
In it he mourns and is tormented. He thinks of his family in
Poland, whose fate he does not know. Have they been killed?
Have they survived? He wonders if it hadn’t been his duty to
remain with them and share their fate.
In exchange, as compensation, he wanted to repair his world.
To do something great that would change fate. Something
that would justify his having left his parents’ home, where
they faced their fate without him. To ensure that such a fate
would never recur. He totally immersed himself in the war
to liberate the homeland and expel the foreign ruler from
the Land, an ideal he cherished in his heart from the time
he was a boy, and which was now the only justification for
his existence. The difficulties and the risk to his life in this
war, which had become a war of David against Goliath,
compensated him for the feeling of helplessness and fatal
dependence of his family and the Jewish nation on the goyim
(gentiles) there, in the Diaspora. The harder the mission, the
more his obligation to his family would be morally offset.
That was his decision. Here, in the Land of Israel, he would
determine his own fate.
Unlike the meager lunches, which certainly have been long
forgotten, the boys must have remembered long after the
course was over the huge salads served in the mornings and
evenings. I’d become an expert in their preparation (and am
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to this day). Vegetables were available without ration cards.
World War II was not over, and people were given ration
books. That is, the right to buy eggs, meat, and so forth, as
they were rationed. We didn’t have ration cards, and without
them it was impossible to acquire eggs or meat except on the
black market. And so, “luckily” for me, our destitution saved
me from “failing” as a cook.
Aghion, the course’s instructor and commander, didn’t act
like the commanders I’d known before I came to the hut.
Normally, those “responsible,” as we called them and as
they acted, were one of us. They were responsible for a
group or for an activity at a particular time. Aghion was
different. He acted like a general, a commander. He kept his
proper distance, one of dignity. He would come each day to
the hut and leave in the evening after the instruction. It was
unpleasant and strange. But this must be the local tradition, I
thought, as if it were divinely ordained.... But the men were
upset. It wasn’t the norm. Hierarchical ranks? We didn’t
have different ranks. We weren’t soldiers. We saw ourselves
as revolutionaries. It was also clear that they’d known each
other for years as equals.
Had I asked one of the boys personal questions he would not
have replied. Because we maintained the rules of conspiracy
and secrecy. But when spending a long time under one
roof, day and night, together as friends, hearts opened.
At lunch breaks and during the evenings after the lessons
there was time for friendly, free conversation. It was then
that I perceived the “secret” details of their lives. Not in
overt words but by connecting one word here with a second
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word there, hints, nothing explicit. That is how I discovered
Reuven and Giora’s secret. Their pictures hung on the walls
of police stations, they were “wanted men.” Even earlier, it
didn’t take much to figure that out, since they never set foot
outside during daylight hours, and the hair-dyeing, and so
forth. But what was the reason? What was their story?
Secrecy allowed the underground to protect itself and its
members. But when close friendships were forged, even in
the underground many walls fell.
I remembered Haim Applebaum (Elimelech) and his friends,
Haim Eckheizer and Yoske Reshelbach. I remembered the
arguments that we had when we first met, when we were 15
or 16 years old. We planned and made proposals to “save the
world.” And what we needed to do to create an “independent
Land of Israel.” I was alone in arguing for the expulsion
of the British regime, which was blocking our way, and
dreaming of expelling them by peaceful means, confident as
I was that logic, justice, and moral rights were convincing
arguments. If we would present them to the world in the right
way, we could persuade the world and win it over to our
side. The three boys, Haim, Haim, and Yoske, laughed at my
innocence and claimed to be more sober, free of illusions.
They said the world doesn’t work that way, only resistance
and the use of force can prevail. Even so, they added, not
by us, we who obey the orders of the national institutions.
Authority was the name of the game. I believed they were
members of the Hagana. The surprise came after I joined
Lehi. I kept that secret from Haim Applebaum, the “Hagana
member,” as romance began to blossom between us. But our
love soared only after Haim broke the barrier of secrecy and
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told me that he knew of my membership in Lehi and that he,
too, was a member and had been for several years.

And so, as we sat together during breaks in the course and
had conversations that developed and deviated from subjects
being studied or from immediate critical problems, I managed
to tie together the loose ends.
Both of them, Reuven and Giora, had broken out of local
British prisons, two months apart. Reuven had escaped from
the Latrun Detention Camp. He was one of 20 men who
escaped through the 70-meter-long tunnel, which they’d
spent nine months digging from the shack in which they were
held to beyond the camp’s fence. Giora had jumped over the
outer wall of the Jerusalem prison together with Aghion, the
course commander. They played a clever trick to evade the
policeman who was guarding them; he agreed to help them
put lights on the warden’s Christmas tree by using his rifle
to attach an electric wire to the ceiling. They told him they
“had to pull the rest of the wire and connect it outside the
building....”
Escape stories were not secret. They were published in all
the newspapers of the time. The British set out to either
return the escapees to prison or put them in cemeteries. Their
pictures were also published in the newspapers. The prizes
on their heads ranged from 200 to 1,000 pounds, which was
a lot of money at the time.
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Lehi Collected Works, vol. 1, pp. 467-68

The Underground Fighter Baruch
While injured and bleeding - heroically managed to prevent his friends

being captured by the enemy
He gave his soul in the purity of silence and died anonymously[...].

Lehi Collected Works, vol. 1, pp. 593-94

About Eliezer the Freedom Fighter (Menachem Luntz)
The editor of “Mishmar” received the following letter from “a friend he
knows and respects”:

“I wish to call your attention to a headline in your newspaper above the

report of the murder in Yavniel, the headline that referred to two “thugs.” I

intend to describe one of the two - Menachem Luntz, may he rest in peace,
a relative of mine.
“A pure and naive young man, noble, merciful and gentle, modest and

generous. A well-read man of depth and of many talents. Forged in the
hardships of life on a Galilean farm. He was bom and educated in Yavniel,

he worked in its fields and yards, did guard duty and pioneer’s work [...].

The boy, having completing his studies at the Teachers Seminary and
despite his desire to enlist, felt obligated to choose the lonely path and take

upon his shoulders the collapsing farm, and he was only 19. An idealist

through and through [...].”

New York Times, January 14,1945

Scholarly Jewish Idealists Kill To Drive British From Palestine
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Chapter 5

Suddenly Elimelech

Chance occurrences are, I think, like lotteries. Chance
surprises us. We can’t predict it. Nor do we prepare ourselves
for it, but then something shakes us up.
The opposite is also true. When we’re expecting something,
preparing for an event and, alas, it doesn’t happen. This also
reflects a type of chance, and we call it disappointment. Only
a person of faith, of religion, knows that there is no such
thing as chance, and all that happens is the Creator’s will.
These were my thoughts when Reuven informed me that a
new recruiter was about to join us from Tel Aviv.
He would obviously be a comrade of ours. None of us,
living there in that small community, could work there as a
recruiter. Ramataim was a village, and all its residents knew
one another. Well, it was about time for us to enlarge the
ranks of the underground.
During all the years of Lehi’s existence, the recruitment of
new members presented a complex operative and logistical
problem. How were those who would join us to do so? We
did not have a youth organization training young “cadets”
and teaching them, bringing us the youth who, upon reaching
adulthood, were to be promoted, as the Hagana did, and as
Betar did for the Irgun. We did not have the support of a legal
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political party that could point people in our direction. And
we, the active members, had been forced by circumstances to
live almost completely separated from society and civil life.
So recruiting new members depended on special initiatives.
One type of initiative came from our clandestine supporters
in the area. Contact with them was handled very carefully
and secretly to avoid alerting their neighbors. They would
keep their ears open and recommend potential recruits. Then
we had to see if the young people who were recommended
were serious. We might be able to enlist them. We would try
a day or two later.
“Who is the recruiter?” I asked. “Someone called Elimelech,”
I was told.
“Elimelech?” I couldn’t believe it. Of all the recruiters,
Elimelech! I was surprised. Not because he wasn’t a good
recruiter. On the contrary. It was just that at that time, when
here and there the walls of my religiousness were cracking
and Trojan secularization was settling in the cracks, I couldn’t
decide if this was divinely ordained fate or mere chance. In
any case, a long-sealed well of suppressed longing opened
inside me.
Since I had left home I had not been in touch with him. We
didn’t have telephones. Who did? I detached myself and
the severance was good. It was as though I had entered a
different incarnation. With a different content to life. The
duties that I was given filled my entire world. And then,
suddenly, Elimelech!
Three months had passed since we were together. The evening
before I left my parents’ house, I mentioned casually, “I’m
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going away tomorrow.” Where and why? He didn’t ask. He
knew I wouldn’t tell. I pushed him from my memory during
the months in the hut. And now? Like a bomb. Like heat.
Like steam. It all came back to me.
I remembered again how we sat together that last night
on a bench in a park, hugging. Unable to speak. What
had happened to us? Where had our conversations and
debates about issues of global importance gone? About the
predicament of the British occupation, about the path to
change, about revolution, about the errors of the Left? ...How
had it happened that since we had discovered our love, the
words had fallen silent? Even the words of endearment were
no longer vocalized, but spoken internally.
That was the last night.
I wondered what our meeting would be like. Did he know
that I was there? When I had left so suddenly, overnight,
even I didn’t know where I was headed.
It was harvest season. The farmers piled the hay high as
pyramids. “To sink into a heap of hay...,” I daydreamed,
remembering a poem by the poetess Rachel Bluwstein that
mentioned hay. Maybe, maybe the two of us would manage
to sink into a heap of hay together, our eyes to the sky,
sending our regards to the moon. The thought sent a wave of
heat through my body.
“Tomorrow you’ll go to the bus station at Ramat Hadar and
bring him here.” I didn’t need a password, “I know him.” He
was not coming to see me, I reminded myself, moderating
my emotions. The goal was to draft new members, I told
myself, that was the main thing and the rest was fantasy:
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Wake up!
The next evening. I was at the bus stop, waiting. A bus pulled
in, and I waited. He wasn’t among those getting off. He didn’t
get off the next bus either.. ..He wasn’t there.
He arrived only a week later. This time he got off at the
right stop. In Ramat Hadar. The stack of hay in the field had
already found its way to the bam. And he, Elimelech, found
his way to our little hut on his own.
After he got back from his work cajoling the youth to join
our war of liberation, work that didn’t have immediate
results, and the hour was late, we, the residents of the hut,
sat together to sum things up and see what our chances were.
Reuven, Giora, and the two of us. Elimelech and I didn’t
have even one moment to talk, to exchange even a single
private word. Blushing, our hearts peering from our eyes,
we tried to converse in covert glances, stolen looks. We were
too shy to display our feelings in “public.” “Time to go to
sleep,” Reuven finally said, yawning wide.
We dispersed, and each of us walked to his comer to go to
sleep.
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After the Murder - Curfew in Jerusalem
Funeral held for T. J. Wilkin, Assistant Superintendent of Police
A special police communiqué states: At approximately 8:20 on the morning
of September 29, in St. Paul's Road, Jerusalem, Assistant Superintendent
of Police T. J. Wilkin was assassinated by two unknown gunmen. Both

men, who are described as dressed in European clothes, made good their
escape in a car which was waiting for them in a side street which runs east,
behind E. de Rothschild School [...].

Mr. Wilkin arrived in the country in 1930 as a policeman and served for an
extensive time in this capacity in Tel Aviv [...].

In 1936 he served as a detective and was promoted several times.
Ha’aretz, October 21,1944

251 Detainees Transferred to Detention Outside Eretz-Israel
An official communiqué issued yesterday states:
In the interests of public security and the safety of life and property in
Eretz Israel, two hundred and fifty-one persons, who have been detained

under the Emergency Regulations as terrorists or for complicity in

terrorist activity, have been transferred to a place of detention outside
Eretz-Israel.

46 Arrested in Petach Tikva
5 In KfarSaba
29 in Ramat Gan and B’nei Brak

2 in Tel Zur
And 36 in Tel Aviv
•••
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Chapter 6

The Chafing of the Rope
around My Neck

The moment the shot was heard, the lesson ended. The men
rushed over and stood around me apprehensively.
For the first time I was, if only for a few moments, the center
of attention. It felt pleasant. They were in a hurry to discover
what had happened. I myself didn’t yet know what had
happened. Where I had been hit. The smell of gunpowder
reached my nose and hovered in the kitchen. My mind was
taken off the potato soup I had been preparing, still cooking
on the stove. I moved my hands over the length of my body.
Nothing. And then I saw a trickle of blood dripping from
my left calf. The bullet had entered from below and moved
upward through the calf, inside the flesh.
The small P.B. gun, with a caliber of six millimeters, which
I carried in the belt at my waist, had slipped out and fallen
on the hammer. A bullet was released; it eventually went
through a shingle on the roof and from there took off for the
sky. This happened just as I picked up a bowl of potato cubes
to pour into the boiling water.
The window in the kitchen offered a good view of the main
road through the village. While cooking I could therefore
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take on another, voluntary, duty and watch the front of
the house, warning against any surprises, something that
happened occasionally, or warning against a British ambush
or siege. Such things had happened before.
Now, seven “nannies” surrounded me, worrying and fussing
agitatedly, offering suggestions, and not permitting me to let
my leg down on the floor.

On doctor’s orders, I spent the next week in bed, doing
absolutely nothing, in the Ben-Ami family’s house in
Rehovot. Their son Eliezer was also a member of Lehi, he
had been arrested and sent to prison many months ago....
The father had continued where the son had left off. In his
backyard, underneath the bam, a bunker had been dug. In it
the underground printing press worked at full capacity; no
one imagined that under the bam, directly underneath the
cows, there was a press producing such a different yield. I,
the wounded patient, was hospitalized in his home. I hadn’t a
clue as to what was going on down there under the bam. The
father, friendly and communicative, assisted the underground
as much as he could. This was a phenomenon I occasionally
encountered. I understood it only when I was a mother to
adult children. It is easier to risk one’s own life than to see
one’s children in danger. The life of the son, now that he was
sitting in prison, was “safe.” At the same time, the father
signaled his identification with and support for the son by
continuing the son’s activities.
I laid in bed and worried, “Who will cook for the boys?”
I felt that I was simply a deserter. They were there, in
the hut, working hard, and I was reading books and
’ 60 •
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magazines, listening to the radio, and enjoying long hours
of conversation with the father. And he was cultured and a
pleasant conversationalist. At that time, we would analyze
the reasons the Egyptian court in Cairo would, we believed,
commute and not carry out the death sentence passed on
Eliahu Hakim and Eliahu Bet-Zuri, reducing their conviction
for the first-degree murder of Lord Moyne to a lesser charge.
That is what we hoped and optimistically expected.
Meanwhile I learned that each of the boys had been able
to make the “sophisticated” food I had been preparing for
them. No problem. From every small incident you can
learn something. And I learned two things: No person is
irreplaceable; and, whatever a woman can cook, a man can
cook, too.
Apparently nothing in this world is perfect. And my
unexpected vacation was finally darkened by the news on the
radio: Eliahu Hakim and Eliahu Bet-Zuri “were taken to the
gallows this morning.” They went to the gallows. Meaning,
they were hanged with ropes around their necks. I imagined
their last moments. My imagination made it real and I felt the
rope chafing my neck. The father’s eyes shared my sorrow.
And disappointment. The Egyptian government did not have
the determination and the strength to stand up to the British
government, which pressured Egypt to carry out the verdict
quickly. This, despite the anti-British atmosphere in Egypt
and the support for the defendants in the local newspapers,
which saw them as heroes. And despite the demonstrations
by Egyptian students who understood that the killing of Lord
Moyne, which the two boys had been instructed by Lehi to do,
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served the national interests of the Jews - to be rid of British
rule. Because at that time, the Egyptians also wanted to be
rid of the British. I thought in my heart, would my turn come
as well? And if it did, would I succeed in facing such a fate
honorably, as they did? It is not the same as being killed in
the heat of battle. Rather, to get through the days beforehand
and wait for the set day, on which the rope is placed around
your neck, while under your feet a door swings open.. ..How
did they endure it, with such strength, in a foreign country,
all alone...?
All in all I was lucky, my wound was not a serious one. After
a week I returned to the hut. But my account with luck was
not closed and I knew it would not be until the establishment
of the state. Maybe never. The thought of what might have
happened, of life and fate lying only a few centimeters apart....
This thought occurred to me only much later. Meanwhile the
injury was light and not worth so much fussing. Could it
even be compared with that event?

I returned to the hut as Napoleon from the island of Elbe. I
was eager to get back to work.
The guys greeted me warmly and happily. To my surprise,
Aghion the commander and instructor of the course outdid
them all. He apparently understood my thirst for activity after
my forced idleness and immediately offered me a mission:
to find another route of retreat from the hut, through the
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orchards. I was excited, and as a spring having the chance to
uncoil, I was ready.
Had I been more experienced or served longer, I probably
would have been surprised and wondered why we would
search at this late stage for another escape route. But I was not
experienced and not an old-timer. “Come, you,” he pointed
at me, and we immediately went outside into the dark. After
walking some way he noticed my limp. “We’ll let your leg
rest,” he suggested. “It’s okay,” I said, “I can continue.” I
wasn’t going to appear weak. But he was worried about my
well being. “Sit here,” he said, and pointed to a large rock
he found. I sat silently, he sat close to me without speaking a
word. Very uncomfortable. This was not the distance between
a commander and a trainee. “It couldn’t be that he...,” I
began to suspect. I told myself: “It’s not right to raise such
suspicions; it can’t be.” I wanted to say something. To make
a sound that would make the unpleasantness disappear. But
the sound would not come.
Suddenly everything I thought changed and all my notions
were turned upside down. I couldn’t believe it, I was
surprised, and I could feel his arms groping me and his lips
searching for mine. “God! What should I do?”
We made our way back in complete silence, with me running
a few steps ahead. Angry, angry with myself. I had not acted
as I should have. I should have given him a ringing slap on the
face. I had seen it in the movies more than once. I suddenly
understood the looks the boys had given one another before
we went out. But he was the commander. And I had never
slapped anyone. Had I reacted in accord with the tenets of
self-respect? I tormented myself. Had it just been one of the
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guys I would have known how to act. Instead, what I had
done was unglamorous. All I had done was freeze where
I was, without moving. I recoiled into myself. Passively. I
turned into a tree or a stone statue that couldn’t be moved.

When some time later I pictured the situation and how the
scene would have looked had I been an outside observer, I
simply had to laugh. How I had sat there, glued to my seat,
my hands pressed between my knees, firmly, my face turned
away, and he, trying so hard all around me and completely
unable to reach my lips or move me even a centimeter. Sitting
like a stone statue. Maybe it was a forceful passivity.
But at the time, on the way back to the hut, doubt still
gnawed at me. Had I acted correctly? Any other girl would
have known better than I how to react. Every other girl I
knew would have known how to act more aggressively. I
was angry with myself. My self-respect was not satisfied.
Yet, I could not have slapped the face of a commander. That
would be as though I had slapped the underground. “I need
to give it more consideration,” I thought, “and make things
clear to myself.”
The participants of the course all slept in the large room
in which they studied during the day. One of them always
stood guard, each in turn. How did they handle the sleeping
arrangements, given that there were not enough beds? I don’t
recall that this problem was raised. Who would consider such
trivial matters? As the only woman in the place, I was allotted
the tiny room at the end of the hut. The height of comfort.
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A metal bed and on it a straw mattress, with a wooden
orange crate as a bureau. We were enthusiastic youth and we
translated our nighttime dreams into our life’s desires, and
during the day we tried to break through the limits of reality
with the help of imagination.
The end of the course was already near. Soon we all would go
our separate ways, each to his new position, and I imagined
I would probably remain as cook and contact for the next
course. My heart felt a slight farewell pinch: “It’s a shame
we must part. When will I see them again? We’ve adjusted
so well as a group. And I’ve received such warm, friendly
treatment, and understanding.”
Was the atmosphere among the members as idyllic as it
seemed to me? Had everything been so splendid? Later, I
wondered about that. A group of people, different from one
another, came together. Trapped together in one room, day
and night. During the day they couldn’t even leave to go to
the outdoor toilet in the field. The strain and crowding stirred
and emphasized weaknesses that would otherwise have
remained unperceived. Like the one who would “confiscate”
the cigarettes that were allotted to all and set himself up as
quartermaster, giving each one his share, supposedly, while
compensating himself with a hefty bonus.
Early in the morning I would hear them: “Where are the
cigarettes? They were here a minute ago.” And a jovial voice
replying, “Do you want a cigarette? Come, I’ll give you one.”
It became a real theatrical demonstration, this habit of his,
to hide and distribute the cigarettes to everyone who asked.
“Fair distribution,” one for you and one for me, he said. This
lasted until someone had it, and they said: Enough.
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Were there other such phenomena? I don’t remember them
at all. Were there? There must have been, for being human
we had the shortcomings of humans. But they were not
conspicuous and were almost never on display. The present
life did not count but to serve the future. The rest was petty
and unimportant.
I didn’t tell anyone about the attempt by Aghion, the course
commander, who used the title of “commander” to try to
satisfy his lustful manhood. I was embarrassed. I was glad,
though, that when we returned from our “search for an
escape route” the other members openly reproached him for
unnecessarily risking the health of my leg.
When young men and women spend many days together in
close contact, natural feelings may stir. That is a conservative
way of putting it. Today it’s called “sexual tension.” Back
then I didn’t understand such terminology. I had read a
Hebrew book entitled “The Sex Life of Humans,” which
was the only one I knew of and may have been the only one
available then as a guide to the subject. I read it avidly, out of
curiosity, but I knew it was meant for married couples. Sex
is supposed to have value only if accompanied by love. How
could I even talk about it, when a decent young woman’s
vocabulary included only the word “love”?
In hindsight, one can say that “sexual desire” had stirred then.
But it wasn’t spoken of. Based on the principles on which I
had been raised, it belonged to a “different” moral class. I
evaded such things. Privately, with a feeling of self-control
and superiority, I prided myself on having a cool temper. I
controlled my instincts. A wave of heat occasionally passed
through me at a touch, a word, or a glance, but it never
.•.
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crossed the threshold of consciousness or led to any internal
struggles.
“Who is a hero - he who conquers his desires.” This proverb
recorded in the Talmud’s “Ethics of the Fathers” matched my
conception of heroism and a dignified lifestyle. Especially
since I didn’t comprehend at all what was going on inside
me.
I was transferred and send from one assignment to another,
from this place to that place, from this room to that room.
Each place I went was temporary. We never knew how
long we had before the evil eyes would discover where we
lived and the place would be considered “burned,” as we
called such places. Usually we rented apartments in the
poor quarters of town. The rent there was cheap and no one
scrutinized us too carefully. We lived in hovels, such as that
storage room behind a stairwell that had originally been
meant for electrical fuse boxes and meters, or in laundry
rooms on roofs, and so forth. This was how it was in Tel
Aviv, and in Haifa, and in Jerusalem.
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The Exile
251 natives have been exiled from their homeland. They were forced out
of their barracks in the concentration camp in the middle of the night and

flown across the borders of our country [...].
We will not surrender. We will not accept these laws. We will not recognize

the regime here. And we will walk in this country as free people. For we,
not they, own the land.

Haboker, October 22,1945

1220 Political Prisoners and Detainees Languishing

in Prisons and Camps in Eretz Israel and Eritrea

Ha’aretz, October 29,1944

What the Public Should Do to Help Suppress Terrorism
Recent press reports show that there is a general lack of understanding

regarding both the extent and nature of the assistance demanded of the

public in the suppression of terrorism. What the government demands in

the way of cooperation is only the fulfillment of the duty of every citizen
to take positive steps to collaborate with the authorities in the maintenance

of law and order. What is required is information, given promptly and as
accurately as possible in regard to any suspicious activities or persons
thought to be engaged in them [...].
He must not receive or assist a person whom he knows to have committed

an offense in order to assist the offender to escape punishment.
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Chapter 7

If the British Come

Eventually my eyes grew accustomed to the dark and I was
able to distinguish figures and outlines. Trees swaying in
the wind. The bushes that formed a fence around the house.
And the form of the hut itself. The whistling of the wind in
the trees was the only sound, proof that the world was not
dead.
It was the end of one month or the beginning of the next; the
moon was hiding somewhere behind the earth. A thin golden
semicircle was painted on the sky. My eyes strained to see.
I’d been given a job and intended to do it carefully and
responsibly. No less so than the guys did theirs, maybe even
better. I wasn’t going to fall asleep on my watch.
I thought: “This is some village, Ramataim; not a single
street light is lit. Maybe it’s for the best, since I can see my
surroundings without being seen. If only it weren’t so cold.
The world of darkness outside is huge, infinite. What the
world plots, the darkness hides. I can feel my heart beating.”
Thus I sat alone, just me in the entire universe. A small dot
in the obscure world - that was me.
Huddled in a military coat, several sizes too big for me, an
11-mm Webley revolver tucked under my belt. “I hope I
won’t have to use it,” I thought. “It’s so big, and so hard to
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pull the trigger; my fingers aren’t the right size for a gun like
this.”
I found a strategically good spot between some bushes on an
elevated comer. From that spot I surveyed the surroundings.
My eyes got used to the dark.
Time crept slowly; maybe it was two in the morning. Time
seemed endless.
I’d never experienced or sensed the extent to which time
feels different in different conditions. I had the last watch;
my guard duty was to end at six in the morning. They, inside,
trusted me. I was proud.
Suddenly figures were approaching. I saw them slipping
between the trees. But, no. They were the trees bending in
the breeze. Dov had offered to stand guard with me, but what
was the point? I told him, “You need to be ready for your
exam tomorrow.” Meaning, that morning.
Did he think that I needed a nanny? He was easily convinced,
and I understood that he was just being polite, making a
gesture of good will.
What would I have done had the soldiers of “His Royal
Highness” actually come and surrounded us? I wondered:
“What should one do? Shoot them? That would be foolish,
facing an entire British unit with one gun and a few bullets.
Will I have enough time to warn the sleeping boys?”
The picture of the four on Dizengoff Street passed before my
eyes. The British suddenly bursting into their room. They
had no time or chance to escape or resist, except for Aviel
(Yaacov Levstein), who was in the bathroom at the time and
managed to climb out of the small window and slide down
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a water pipe. It didn’t help. The English had surrounded the
house below and shot and wounded him while he was still
on the pipe.
Humph! How easy it was to find yourself in such a helpless
situation. The British intended to kill them. Otherwise, why
would they have shot them in the room after they’d been
caught? The boys had no ability to resist. And why did they
shoot Aviel when he was hanging in the air, clinging to a
water pipe? They shot to kill the four in the room. What
men! Some of the best. Yaacov Levstein and Moshe Svorai
were injured but survived. Zelig Zack and Abraham Amper
died in the hospital.
So, if they came, and I prayed that they wouldn’t, I knew
what to expect. I assumed: “Given the silence in the village,
if the English come I’ll hear their cars even from a distance.
I’ll have time to rush to the hut and wake the boys.” In my
imagination, I saw myself, the guard, finding a well hidden
position opposite the English coming to kill; and shooting
everyone approaching the hut’s door. Under cover of the dark
I would move around, changing positions. I would run out
of bullets, seize a submachine gun from one of the wounded
British, and continue shooting.
Then there would be two possibilities: At the sound of the
shooting the boys would wake up and join the fracas, or the
battle would end when a final bullet hit me. A modem Joan
of Arc.
Were these mere fantasies? In reality such things happened.
Zion (Shabtai Druker) and Eleazer (Menachem Luntz), for
example, in Yavniel. Had they surrendered and left the house
with their hands up, walking toward the guns leveled at them,
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would they have had a chance to get out alive from the trap,
from the siege by the British soldiers? Maybe, maybe not.
I imagine that their arms were heavier than lead. The
precedent set by the murders on Dizengoff Street and by
other encounters with British soldiers offered no promise of
life.
“Zion and Eleazer.” I didn’t know them personally but I tried
to feel what they must have felt in their last moments.
Surrounded. Dozens of soldiers around the house, armed with
machine guns, facing the two, who had only pistols. Heavy
fire poured in on them. This wasn’t an adventure, and there
wasn’t any symmetry in the shooting. Who led the soldiers
to them? In that quiet, faraway village? Was it someone from
the village? One informer is enough.

I am sure that only they could have fought like that. Convinced
that they represented something great and exalted, something
that transcended them. Representing Jewish self-respect and
burning with a determination and a longing for freedom. The
way they determined their fate and their lives was shocking.
They saved their last bullets for themselves, so as not to fall
into the hands of the British.
Would I have found the courage to act as they did?
During my five years in Lehi I was shot to death several times
by the British. I was hanged. And tortured to death - in my
imagination. In total identification with my friends, whose
fate was worse, and whom chance had called to thus sacrifice
their lives and die. “If you chop wood,” Petachia used to
tell me, or maybe it was Uri, a member of my cell when I
first enlisted in Lehi, “chips fall.” If you were a fighter, you
74
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suddenly found yourself in difficult and dangerous situations.
And you dealt with them.
Time crawled slowly. I was watching and guarding. A tense
calm enveloped me. Nothing happened.
Thoughts competed with each other in my mind. They
reminded me of something that inspired no pride, it was not
heroic, and yet it involved endurance.
I faced an “investigation.” By the “commander.” I couldn’t
see his face. He spoke to me threateningly: “Do you know
what fate awaits those who spy on us from within our ranks?”
He didn’t say what would happen but I understood.
Everything I knew about espionage I had learned from the
film “Mata Hari.” In it, Mata Hari’s use of her femininity
to obtain confidential information was portrayed. I was not
a “spy.” I couldn’t even imagine who I might be spying for
and what information I would have obtained. At the time I
knew only two or three people in the underground. I knew
nothing of politics. The only thing I wanted was to fight and
to banish the British from the country. So that we could have
an independent state.
I understood that they were apparently going to execute me
for some mistake that I had made. I probably felt as Mata
Hari had felt when her sentence was passed. Except that I
had no idea for what. The fact was that I had wanted to hone
my senses, so that I would be a better underground fighter.
I felt very hot. The facts were against me. Two days earlier
I had met the Admissions Committee in that same room, in
order to join the underground. I had been taken there with
my eyes closed. The next day I was hanging out in the area,
riding my bicycle on the street near the room whose location
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I was not supposed to know. My mother, who knew nothing
of my activities, had sent me to that neighborhood to buy
- how trivial - potatoes. Plain potatoes. What a shame, I
thought, I had wanted to devote my life to great deeds. I
so much wanted to change our nation’s fate, to change its
history from suffering and dependence to independence and
light.
I wanted to show my diligence and hone my sense of location,
so if the British kidnapped me and covered my eyes I would
be able to find the place to which they took me. Now I was to
die an “ignominious” death. I felt great sorrow that I should
die just like that, for nothing. I visualized the execution.
From books and romantic films I “knew” that they would
ask me what my last wish was. I would ask bravely and
ceremoniously that they tell my parents my last words, that I
asked and begged them not to feel sorrow for me.
After I was emotionally prepared, like Isaac the son of
Abraham in his time, to be a sacrifice on the altar, the shadow
behind the flashlight that had been blinding me throughout
the interrogation said to me, “You are free to go.”
Back on the street. My feet moved easily. And the light above
was the brightest I’d ever seen.
An underground is an underground, and only five years later,
after the establishment of the state, did I first get to know
that “threatening commander.” Hoshea (Tuvia Chenzion).
I discovered to my surprise that he was the last person on
earth capable of killing, much less executing.
The thoughts and memories helped time pass. It was 4 or
4:30 already. The first rays of dawn had not yet shone upon
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the world and I was still in my spot, guarding alertly. Nothing
was happening, thank God. The guys could sleep calmly. I
knew that the next day would be the last day of the course.
After the examination, we would most likely part ways. It
was a shame, we had forged bonds of friendship. Each of
us would be sent on his next assignment. From then on we
would meet only on joint operations. If and when.
Suddenly, my eyes, so well accustomed to the dark, saw a
light figure weaving around the back of the hut, approaching
the window, looking about, and peering inside. I understood
that it was an Arab dressed in wide pants trying to break
into the hut, and clearly his intention was to steal. He
couldn’t know that there was nothing inside worth a cent.
Nonetheless, he couldn’t be allowed to get inside the hut.
The door wasn’t locked, because I was guarding it from the
outside. He couldn’t be allowed to see the weapons inside. I
tried to think quickly: “You don’t kill a man because he is a
thief. Should I shoot in the air to frighten him? Not worth it;
if the neighbors hear, the place will be ‘burned.’” He couldn’t
have guessed that someone was in the vicinity.
I rose silently from my position, approached him silently
without his noticing, step by step, to the right distance, in
order to scare him. In the total silence around us, my cry
sent forth peals of thunder and reverberated as if it would
fell the sky. I myself did not recognize my own voice. It
was as though someone else had shouted. I was alarmed and
shocked by the resonance. What kind of sound was that?
The Arab, who certainly hadn’t expected such a development,
apparently thought that the sound had come from the heavens,
from Allah. He through his arms up in the air and screamed
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in fright and terror, “A...11...ah!! A...11...ah!!” and he retreated
in panic, running for his life.
Who knows, I feared, thunder like that - the neighbors must
have heard it and I expected them to arrive at any moment.
I was sure that the boys would wake up in fright and charge
out of the hut to see what happened.
But...none of these things happened. No one heard and no
one knew. They all continued their night’s peaceful sleep. I
finished my watch as planned, at six in the morning.
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Lord Moyne Murdered in Cairo
Resident Minister's driver also a victim of this cruel attack - The
two murderers captured - Official statement: “The assailants are
not Egyptians”

Ha’aretz, December 26,1944

The Moyne Murder Trial - January 10
The defense is in the hands of Egyptian attorneys, to be assisted
by attorneys from Eretz Israel.

Ha’aretz, December 26,1944

Students Will Fight Terror
“The Hebrew students of Eretz Israel are united in their support of the
National Institutions’ decision to fight terror.”

Ha’aretz, November 30,1944

Authors’ Message to Terrorists
“Do not dare walk this path - the path of destruction.”

Ha’aretz, November 30, 1944

Ten More Terror Suspects Arrested
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Chapter 8

Haifa and the Red Apple

Early in the morning I would descend from Haifa’s Mount
Carmel to the Hadar neighborhood. The bus we rode seemed
to levitate and suddenly be above the clouds. We saw no
road, we saw no path. We found ourselves hanging in the
sky. I prayed that the driver would find the road. The last
thing that we needed was to be pointlessly killed falling into
an abyss.
The horizon, at its very end, seemed to be hiding behind a
curtain, like a longing dream; unclear hints of poles, lines,
and smokestacks could be discerned, vertically dividing
the sky, while a taunting fog covered the actual ships in the
harbor, as if they were imaginary or a painting. Was this an
illusion or a fairytale? I loved the feeling of floating. Haifa!

The courses in Ramataim had ended peacefully according
to plan, thank God. At least until the last night there, when a
rumor put us on alert, and because of which we immediately
left the hut and never went back.
Though we were tired, the four of us, we took our few
belongings, some clothes, and two blankets and rushed out
of the house.
Eli (David Shomron), Efrat (Zippora Gafny Shomron),
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Amnon, and I spread out deep in the orchard for the night’s
sleep. Someone had noticed something and was growing
suspicions, and not someone who was on our side. Was it
a false alarm? Apparently we will never know. The rumor
reached us and it was best to take it seriously and be cautious.
Much better than being arrested. Many fighters had been
caught at night while they slept and had been arrested. It was
an unpleasant surprise. Since we’d been warned, we had to
assume that the British police might arrive at any minute,
and we had to get out of there. That is what we did. It was
the end of one chapter in the underground, but not its end in
my memory. It was the end of a period that symbolized there
being a continuation.
It was good to be someplace new, on a new assignment.
Haifa. What had happened to me so far might only have been
a prologue to what would happen. I was anxious to play my
part and act.
I was supposed to meet someone. He was to approach me
and ask, “Where is HaGidem Street?” and I was to reply,
“It is behind you.” I would be holding a newspaper in my
hand.
Who would it be? What would he look like? I was the curious
type and liked to meet people. I believed that I had the ability
to discern a person’s character based on his appearance and
movements. Especially by his chance, unconsidered behavior,
when his guard wasn’t up. I would examine people’s faces.
“Can you tell who on the street is a Lehi member, just by
the expression on his face?” I wondered. Indeed, what is the
expression of a member of Lehi? Well, I concluded, one who
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knows what he wants from life, knows what he wants to do
in life, and who has firmly decided to whom and to what to
give that life. He would have an introverted expression. An
expression of wholeness and self-confidence. I had done a
sort of empirical study based on observation and intuition.
The person who finally approached me and gave the
password was a man in his twenties. He was short, with the
high forehead of a wise man. His eyes were blue-gray and his
face suggested he was a good boy who didn’t get involved,
who remained untouched by the world and who didn’t touch
others.
I saw him pass by twice but had ruled him out. “That’s not
a contact.”
It turned out he was the man. And my pretensions took a
great wallop.
That is how I first met Nadav, the man who four years later
would play a major role in my life.
Giora, “the Redhead,” who was in the first tactics course
in Ramataim where I was the cook and contact, had me
summoned to Haifa. He had been appointed commander
of the Operations Division in the Haifa area. He must have
liked what I had “cooked” up, for he recommended me to
Boaz, the head of the Haifa branch, who in turn put me in
charge of the local Youth Division. Lehi’s Central Committee
approved the “appointment.”
Giora had changed his nom de guerre and was now called
“Israel.” Nadav, the cause of my failure as a diagnostician,
had been sent to meet me and bring me closer to the purpose
of my arrival. A strange young man. Silent. A conspirator’s
silence. He didn’t ask anything, only the password. It was
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clear that he wasn’t a man of words. He spoke only when
necessary. The basics: “The Youth Division has eight to ten
young people,” he replied to my question. “They execute all
the ongoing activities. Beginning with posting proclamations
and distributing literature. Lookout duty and contacts, and
generally, anything that youth should do.” Meanwhile, he
would show me where I was to live.
I wondered if that was all the youth in Haifa. Ten? In Tel
Aviv and Jerusalem the youth divisions were much larger.
“This is Red Haifa,” someone said, addressing my wonder.
Nonetheless, the limited number had its advantages. I had
never worked as an instructor. I had never wanted to be
a teacher or guide. When I was a student in school, I had
decided I would never be a teacher. I would never fall victim
to the tricks I used to play on my teachers. I knew that if
ever I took up that kind of work I would be repaid for all
the mischief I had done. But a group in the underground is
nothing like a class in school.
Meanwhile, Nadav escorted me to a small room that had
been rented for me. On Akiva Street in the Hadar HaCarmel
area. The room was a late addition to the house, made of
wooden boards and attached like a patch. This was real
“luxury.” It was even furnished with everything a person
needed. An “antique” sofa took up the entire length of the
room, opposite the door, the springs in its middle seemingly
all mixed up, protruding immodestly as if protesting the
intention to confine them. A small closet with two doors,
certainly enough for my “grand” wardrobe, with space left
for more. A small round, one-legged table. It was arranged
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cleverly - half the table covered the bed. It saved space.
Chairs? Even had there been any, there would have been no
room for them.
I was happy to have that comer, a comer of my own.

“Red Haifa?” I asked, and not because I didn’t know what
“red” meant. Everyone in the world knew that the red flag
was the communist flag of the Soviet Union. And it had been
adopted by socialists of all sorts around the world. In the
Land of Israel, too, the red flag was hoisted alongside our
own blue-and-white flag in public, at celebratory events, and
particularly on May Day, the holiday of the international
labor movement. “But why do you call it ‘Red Haifa’?” I
asked insistently. Nadav seemed thoughtful. “Haifa is like
a large village,” he answered intelligently, “and most of
Haifa’s residents have a socialist orientation, and they accept
the authority of the Yishuv’s institutions.” I understood the
warning implicit in what he said about authority, though
he hadn’t said it openly: “They will do everything they are
ordered to and even operate against us.” Pretty soon I noticed
youths following me and learned how to get away.
I was surprised at the ease with which I acclimated and the
ease with which the group came together.
My greenhorn “worries” were unjustified. There were no
discipline problems. Only the roles switched, and I stood in
front of them, opposite the place I had stood a year earlier,
and I saw myself in them, as they asked me to give them
work. They wanted to go on operations. They worried that
the hour of greatness would pass them by.
In other, normal, institutions this might have been credited
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to me. But in this case my part was minimal. Each and every
one of the group was eager and thirsted for more action than
I could supply. They would come to me demanding, “When
will we go out on real operations?” This was the scale of
total devotion. Something worth their life. We were bound
in love. I loved them. The very knowledge that this young
man or woman was a member of Lehi was also the fact that
we were partners to the same dream, to the same fate, and
exposed to the same dangers. This gave them a place deep
in my heart.
Boaz, in charge of the small Haifa branch, may have had a
job more difficult than that of the person in charge of a large
branch with many operatives and a supportive environment.
Haifa was a port city and was an important center for the
British regime. It guarded its institutions there with army
bases and police in close proximity. The advantage of a
small branch with few members is that the few were charged
with many missions. What could be better? Haifa had many
sites and many targets. The sea port, oil refinery, gas tanks,
railway workshops, and more. These were important targets
for us to attack. The preparations for these operations were
intensive.
Nadav was Boaz’s right-hand man and advisor and, as I
discovered, also his good friend. We met daily and waited
for Boaz’s arrival, when he would bring the orders for that
day’s activities as well as our daily or weekly allowance.
“I’m hungry,” I declared. Nadav did not respond. “How can
he not be hungry?” I wondered. “He must be hungry but he
knows how to get over it,” I thought. Another point against
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me.
Boaz arrived with a smile on his face. Something was about
to happen. But he said nothing. Clearly it was something that
he expected. “Friends,” he informed us, “we have money
for a week, go eat some lunch.” But I felt that this wasn’t
what made him happy that day. He looked at me and then
at Nadav, and I saw a glint and a hint of understanding pass
between them.
Two days earlier we had read in the papers about the robbery
of Barclays Bank in Tel Aviv. Based on the description of
the event we understood that it was an expropriation of
ours. It was partially successful and, thank God, there were
no casualties. I felt relieved. I long ago learned that even
the most sublime dreams and ideals, floating in pure hearts
and the imagination, need funding. Money to make them
real, or they burst as balloons. My imagination compared
the underground’s need for money to a field’s need for
fertilizer.
We sat across from each other, Nadav and I, at the students
restaurant on Joseph Street (HaGidem Street). The week’s
food allowance was in my pocket. I ordered a meat lunch. It
cost twelve grush. Nadav ordered a lunch without meat. Ten
grush. “Why is Boaz so happy today?” I tried my luck with
Nadav. (Boaz didn’t come to lunch with us so we wouldn’t
be seen together. If one of us were arrested, we wouldn’t all
be in one basket.) Nadav smiled. He has a pretty smile, I
noticed. “Can’t you guess?” he asked. “Nu. Of course I can
guess. We are about to carry out an operation. That’s clear.
But what? Where?”
We had a little time left after lunch, we roamed around
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the streets, at our leisure. I wanted to know more details,
but - nothing. And what about him, where did the special
connection between them come from? They both had
Hungarian accents. But it wasn’t just that. We immersed
ourselves in the problem of “how to raise more money, what
ideas could we come up with?” We knew it was a burning
issue. After all, we couldn’t sponsor a public event and
show a film. Our imagination and creativity stopped at that.
Apparently we would not be the saviors in this matter.
Before we each went our own way, each to his own business,
Nadav stopped me. “Wait a minute for me.” And I saw him go
to a vendor’s wagon. “What’s happened to him?” I thought.
He returned a minute later with a big red apple. “This is for
you,” he said and handed it to me with a slightly shy smile.
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Ha’aretz, November 12,1944

The Cairo Murder - Distortion of an Historic Truth
states M. Shertok in his speech against terror. “The greatest
danger to Zionism”
“We will issue our demand to the world: We will not allow this wave
of impurity to sweep over and conceal the purity of our work,” said Mr.

Shertok, head of the Jewish Agency's Political Department yesterday, in a

mass meeting at the “Edison Hall” in Jerusalem

Ha’aretz, November 17,1944

Apartment of Moyne Murderers Found
Their clothing, personal documents and a package of explosives were
discovered.

Ha’aretz, November 30,1944

18 Depositions Taken in the Cairo Murder Investigation
Relieving President of the Jerusalem District Court, Judge Bourke, heard

18 witnesses yesterday in connection with the investigation of the murder
of Lord Moyne in Cairo. The parents of the suspects Bet-Zuri and Hakim

gave testimony, as did others. In total, 13 people testified. Government
Solicitor General J. Griffin submitted the testimonies. The evidence taken

down will be sent to the legal authorities in Cairo.
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Chapter 9

A Premature Explosion

“Maintain eye contact with the guard in front of you. And
keep an ear peeled for the whistle of the guard behind you.”
These were our standard instructions when plastering posters
or distributing literature. These orders were even more
important in the streets of Haifa. We didn’t want to be caught
or arrested by the British police; nor did we want to run into
Hagana members, which would have led to a fistfight. And
what for? We weren’t fighting them. But neither did we want
to make it easy for them to tear down our posters while the
glue was still wet.
When Nadav was not busy with other missions, he would
volunteer to serve as a guard. “Who’s guarding today?” they
would ask. The youth liked his inner calm, which gave them
a sense of security. We would continually change the times
we put up posters. “So they won’t know when to ambush us.”
Sometimes we’d put up the posters while the streets were
full. And disappear into the crowds when danger approached.
And sometimes we’d do it at or after midnight, when almost
no one was outside. For this we had to know every house and
every yard, to or from which we could escape.
“I’m not sure I can sneak out of my house today,” Shimon
told me. The late hour made it difficult to “slip out.” I knew
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that Shimon was making every effort. And it was best his
parents not discover his membership in Lehi. “If you can’t
make it tonight, it’s okay, you’re released from duty.” In
any case, we’d hang the posters. For a young boy to find an
excuse or way to leave his house at such an hour was difficult.
But apparently, foregoing the hanging of posters was more
difficult. “All my friends are going out and I’m going to stay
at home?” said Shimon, who appeared suddenly at the last
moment.
This time we were posting a mourning notice. The person
whose death we were announcing was Israel (Giora). It was
unreal. I didn’t want to believe it. Giora, who had dyed his
hair red so as not to be recognizable from the picture hanging
in police stations. Giora - as I continued to call him - who
had demanded my transfer to Haifa a year earlier.
He wasn’t supposed to die. According to the plan, things were
supposed to be completely different. The four participants
in the operation were supposed to plant explosives in the
oil tanks - in the same places that the British, fearing the
Nazis were set to invade the country, had once intended to
do so, on the oil refinery’s big oil tanks - attached to a timer.
Why had the explosives blown up before the set time? And
what was planned as a quiet, safe operation ended without
success, and with the death of Israel-Giora.

The plan was for the timer to set off the explosives only after
the four left the refineries in the morning. They were to leave
as employees just as they had entered. After finishing their
supposed shift. No victims at all.
I was given these details along with the announcement of
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his death. I understood then that this was the operation about
which Boaz had been so happy, when he was given “a green
light.”
Elhanan, whom we called the “Maharaja” because he
seemed to be of Yemenite “nobility,” was injured and his
eye fell into his hand. He managed, on his own, nearly blind,
to get though the security fence and the canal of putrid water
that surrounded the site and arrived alone, at sunrise, at the
first-aid station in Haifa. There he collapsed, not before
concealing his gun in one of the bushes. When he woke up
he found himself in a hospital.
Dan, the third participant, came from the Technical Division.
His whole body was filled with shrapnel. My little room
served as his sick bay. And I served as his caregiver. More
accurately, as “caterer” to his needs, this being a double
entendre, since I had plenty of experience with vegetable
salads. Moshe, the only one of the four who had not been
injured, had assisted Dan in walking the Via Dolorosa as
Elhanan had, until they made it to my door.
A quiet and clever operation that fate turned upside down.
The next day the newspapers read: “A powerful explosion
rocked the Oil Refineries in Haifa Bay tonight. The guards
who were called in the morning found the body of a young
man under a collapsed structure faraway in the field.” Why
did the explosion occur prematurely? We had no way of
knowing.
Moshe and Elhanan, who had survived, had been given
another six months of life. Both of them were to fall in an
operation at the railway workshops. Also in Haifa.
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Ha’aretz, December 28,1944

Prosecutor to Request Death Penalty for

Accused in Lord Moyne Murder
The charges are of premeditated murder, possession of unlicensed
weapons and the attempted murder of Officer Mohammed Abdullah, who
captured the suspects. The prosecution will request the death sentence for
the defendants.
New York Times, January 11,1945

Two Youths Admit Murder of Moyne;
Alleged Members of “Stern Gang” Aim to Air Views at
Tense Cairo Trial
Ha’aretz, January 11,1945

Hakim and Bet-Zuri Confess to Premeditated
Murder of Lord Moyne
They declare at trial, which began yesterday in Cairo, that they
did not intend to kill Lord Moyne’s driver and took care not
to harm Egyptian policemen. The prosecution demands the
defendants be sentenced to death.
Ha’aretz, January 19,1945

Hakim and Bet-Zuri Sentenced to Death - Will Appeal

Verdict
The report came in the afternoon, after three hours of anxious waiting

[...].

The Defense Will Appeal
The judges found it difficult to reach a decision in light of the many legal
claims by the defense. They sat until late yesterday and resumed their
deliberations at 9 A.M.
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Chapter 10

Haifa Circles

Nadav would not go to Tel Aviv or anywhere else unless
it was for important meetings and by order of the Central
Committee.
Even during the breaks, when no operations took place,
he stayed in Haifa. The meaning then was clear: he had
no one to see. Many young people had come from Europe
alone. Most or all of their family members had been left
behind in Hitler’s hell. “Why don’t you stay in the Machlul
neighborhood?” I suggested. Machlul was a neighborhood
of makeshift huts near the Tel Aviv shore where Nadav had
stayed before coming to Haifa, and it was still used by the
underground.
It was Rosh Hashana of the Hebrew year 5706 [1945], and
there was a break in the fighting. I was excitedly looking
forward to going home to celebrate the holiday with my
family in Tel Aviv. And for a chance to see Elimelech. I
knew he was expecting me as well. For long months, our
only communication had been by letters. They were not sent,
God forbid, to where I lived. Rather, to a couple I knew for
a long time on Masada Street. My heart yearned to see him.
But, “It’s best you and Nadav stay in the area.” Boaz said
that. To me, this was an order.
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A wave of heat surged through me. Again, I had to contain
my longings. I could tell Boaz, I thought, that I wanted to
go anyway. He wouldn’t have stopped me. But I didn’t. The
needs of the underground came first, and I wouldn’t put my
personal pleasure above them.
That Rosh Hashana was different from any I had ever
celebrated. We simply didn’t celebrate it. There was
suddenly a vacuum in space. We were detached from all our
surroundings. We had no obligations. We had nothing to do.
Both of us, Nadav and I, went to Nahariya. Why Nahariya?
No reason. It was in our area. We had an entire day on our
hands. What could we do with it? I felt that there had been no
need for us to stay. But I wouldn’t let this feeling of criticism
overcome me. We strolled in the yekke town of Nahariya as
tourists. We wandered around the clean white houses that
lit the sky with bright light. I had never before seen such
brightness anywhere. The green bushes and trees peeped
from every yard like beads strung on a long wire fence in
gorgeous asymmetry.
When we tired we sat on a bench from which we could see
Acco and its port in the distance. “Do you see that building
there, the one that seems to be on the sea?” Nadav pointed
in Acco’s direction. “Shmuelevitz, Tavori, Svorai, Becker,
Hameiri, and other friends are in there. That’s Acco Fortress.”
“Really?” The crusader fortress had been turned into a prison.
I was impressed with the threatening power that the building
projected. Even from a distance. “The fortress was once
used as a mental hospital. Some of its sections still hold the
mentally ill.” I didn’t think then of the possibility that nine
months later I would enter its gates with fake identification
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papers in order to visit Elimelech and to see Nadav and our
other friends who had, in the meantime, been imprisoned
there.
Here for the first time, sitting on a bench in Nahariya, Nadav
told me about himself. I had almost given up, thinking he
was incapable of it. But, yes. When I asked him where his
excellent Hebrew was from, he answered, “Back in Munkacs,
in high school, we already spoke Hebrew with one another. It
was the language in which we studied.” And he added, “We
had to.” “Munkacs? Where’s that?” It must have been good
to fit in as a new immigrant immediately upon your arrival.
To understand the “Sabras” and be understood by them.
This reminded me of the difficulties I had with language
and acclimating when I arrived in the country as a child.
He said nothing about his family. Only about his brother
who came with him on the immigrant ship Katina, illegally.
They spent four months at sea. The small boat was made to
hold only half of the people on board. They approached the
country’s shores four times. Each time they lowered some of
the people into smaller boats and then had to put back out to
sea to avoid the British patrol ships, which were waiting in
ambush to prevent their anchoring and reaching the shore.
My fate was luckier. My entire family, my parents, my sister
Fanny, my brother David, and I made aliya with the proper
certificates. A legal immigration, and a sea journey of only
six days. No troubles. They were days of rest for my active
mother. She would probably have been happy to extend them
by another week.
I looked at Nadav. He suddenly seemed different. His legs
crossed, his right hand on the bench’s banister, his eyes
•••
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looking at me strangely. As if from another world. That,
or some magic spell had frozen him. “Does he see me?”
Feminine intuition hinted at something else.
“What’s wrong with you?” I called. My voice broke the
magic.
I’d seen such looks before. And they found words. Words,
deep revelations, and talk of love. “It can’t be.” He knew
about Elimelech. When we’d first met I told him about our
relationship. He knew that Elimelech was “my guy.”
Nadav was silent and didn’t say a word. I didn’t break the
silence either. Eventually, as though waking from sleep, he
said: “You know, Sarah, you remind me of my family.” And
after a pause, “Tell me, what sort of man is Elimelech?”
Unwillingness came over me, my vocabulary lost some of
its letters. They were choked inside me. “He doesn’t really
want to know,” I felt.
Approximately a year went by. In that time, a dizzying array
of events occurred. We went on a few important operations.
Nadav became my closest friend. I married Elimelech. And
the two of them connected and became friends as well. They
were captured, arrested, and sentenced to death along with
the rest of the participants in the operation at the railway
workshops. They were lucky and survived it.
In a letter from prison, Nadav wrote me: “I spent a week in
the hospital here, on the second floor. Don’t worry, it’s an
advantage. From the window I could see, so it seemed to
me, the lights of Nahariya. I remember that day we spent
together last Rosh Hashana. And the bench we sat on where
we talked. In prison, every day seems gray. And every day
is like every other. In sum, all the days together seem like
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one long gray day. What breaks the monotony and boredom
are the dreams. I see Elimelech with his face turned to the
wall. In his dream the wall disappears and he certainly sees
Sarah, trusting and smiling. Forgive me, prison makes us
sentimental.”
Two years went by. In that time my daughter was bom. The
walls of Acco Fortress were breached. Among the escapees
were Elimelech and Nadav. They were outside the prison
walls. But Elimelech was hit by a bullet shot by British
soldiers waiting in ambush. In a crowded van full of escapees,
he was the only one shot. “I’m injured,” were the last words
that came from his mouth, and he died.
A life circle closed. A circle of life with a great vacuum that
sucked into the circle all the tomorrows and a thousand buds
that were meant to blossom the day after and that will never
blossom again. All that passed between us had been small
tastes of sweet nectar, with promise. I was left with yearnings
for their taste.
Uriella, our daughter, was six weeks old.
Time, according to the trite cliché, does its trick. When a
person has a heart with which to love he must love.
Nadav and I married a year and a half later. One evening
after we were married we reconstructed incidents in our
underground lives. And how a person’s character is expressed
in his writing: “What I have to say,” explained Nadav, “I
say and write between the lines, even in the love letters I
wrote you.” “You wrote me love letters?” I wondered. “Yes.
The letters from prison were love letters.” “Hmmm....”
“I described Elimelech dreaming of you. What did you
think?”
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To those Sentenced Abroad - Brothers’ Blessings
To those sentenced to death in a foreign land - the Hebrew
underground in the homeland sends brothers’ blessings
The two fulfilled their duty as fighters by killing the British minister directly
responsible for executing acts of hostility against the Jewish people.

Ha’aretz, March 23,1945

Eliahu Bet-Zuri and Eliahu Hakim Hanged
At eight o’clock this morning, Eliahu Bet-Zuri and Eliahu Hakim were
hanged. Hakim was hanged first and then Bet-Zuri.

[...] Bet-Zuri’s two sisters and Hakim’s two brothers parted from the

condemned men on Wednesday and after the hanging were allowed to
participate in the funeral.

Ha’aretz, April 27,1945

“...And one day, at dawn, a pale-faced boy, his gray eyes aflame in his

skull, was led to the gallows. He walked and smiled...
“Madman.. .whom are you smiling to?” asked the hangman.

And the boy walked toward the scaffold. “I am smiling to future
generations...,” he said.
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Chapter 11

Tiberias Isn’t Tiberias

My dearest Sarah,
Only today after three days did I return home. Maybe you
don’t know, but I was stuck in Tiberias for three days on
account of my uncle’s illness.
As it turned out, my uncle’s illness passed without harm
and he left the hospital without surgery.
The days that I spent by his bed, the danger he was in, and
the great worry about his fate stirred various deep thoughts
inside me and led to soul searching. When we meet I’d like
to talk to you about it.

- Elimelech
I read and reread the letter. What did he mean? It was clear
that the three days were the three days of the recent curfew.
It was clear to me that it was not in Tiberias but in Jerusalem.
From my reading of the daily newspaper I understood that
there was supposed to have been an operation, which failed at
its start. That was my impression. There were ambushes and
combat units and shootings. It was not clear why and what
the intended target was. Someone was killed and someone
else was caught and arrested. Apparently the British had
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been given prior warning and lain in ambush for the fighters,
and eventually they declared a curfew. No one entered and
no one left.
I knew how to decipher that part of the letter. But what did
he mean about soul searching?
That, I assumed, was something private. Maybe between the
two of us.
From the letter, I learned that Elimelech had participated in
the said operation. And he was trapped by the curfew for
three days. Who knew under what conditions. Soul searching
about what? On Yom Kippur a religious person is required
to search his soul and reckon his good and bad deeds of the
year. He must render an account to the Creator. Repent and
ask forgiveness for his failings. Express remorse and pledge
to improve.
Which of these could have been the purpose of his soul
searching? None, it seemed. How could he sin when he was
entirely dedicated, in body, heart, and soul to the general
welfare? He sacrificed without asking anything in return.
But maybe he did sin. For we had to be armed. We fought
with weapons in our hands. And weapons kill. This was
against his nature, our nature. I remembered the dream of
an ideal peace we formulated when we were 15. But, no, it
wasn’t that. Such soul searching we did every day. Together.
And the world would recognize our justness and our right in
the end.
The thought suddenly occurred to me that it had nothing to
do with ideology. Some feminine instinct told me that, no,
this wasn’t the issue, it was something completely different.
Something between the two of us; it was about him and me.
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I understood. But that subject caused dryness in my throat.
I didn’t want to discuss it. It was clear to me that he was
thinking about our relationship. Or perhaps, that which was
lacking in our relationship.
Was I conservative? I was, after all, free as a bird to do as I
wished. I had no chaperone. I allowed myself some liberties,
such as...kissing and hugging. But that didn’t count. The
rest was taboo. Immoral. Society perceived it as prostitution
by a woman. I remembered Petachia’s “jokes,” in which he
said of a certain woman, “Oh, her? She’s a mattress.”
If that was what Elimelech was thinking about, “Let him
leave me out of this discussion and soul searching.” Would I
have the strength to stand by my refusal?
Two months earlier, under the night sky on a road, his hand
in mine and mine in his. The warmth that streamed from the
meeting of our hands through my body to my head pulsed
through me. We talked of marriage. We didn’t set a date. I
raised questions. Was it possible under the conditions of an
underground? Was it permissible to raise a family while our
work exposed us to the danger of death or imprisonment?
We both had more work than we could do. “Maybe in
another five years,” I concluded, in a weak voice. Maybe in
another five years we would have a state. “He is only seven
months older than I but acts as though he is at least seven
years older,” I thought to myself. So young, and yet ready
to take on responsibility. Was it possible to live both worlds
at once?

The wedding ceremony took place in the yard of Rabbi
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Frenkel’s house on Yehuda Halevi Street in Tel Aviv. On
February 12, 1946.
We were lucky it didn’t rain. One rectangular table was
sufficient for all the guests. Other than the families, seven of
our friends were present, and as I recall, five of them were
called Yaacov. Yaacov was their real name. Until that day
I had known only their noms de guerre. “Everyone seems
content and happy.” I saw Elimelech only from the comer of
my eye. And he, too, looked at me secretly. Was it shyness? Or
were we refraining for exhibiting our great joy to the crowd?
We couldn’t know that this joy would be short lived.
The pictures captured the heavenly joy on everyone’s face.
At the same time they also captured the unkempt yard that
no one lowered his eyes to see.

A week before the date set for the wedding. Our longings
merged and Elimelech came to visit me in my small room
in Haifa. That night nothing existed but the two of us. We
whispered love; why not tonight? Our shy hands explored
each other gently, and our hearts beat against the palms of
our hands as powerfully as hammers on anvils, the world did
not exist, it belonged to us. Heat engulfed us, and its vapors
raised us high. Into a different world. All night long, until the
light of morning. That was all.
The light of day did not extinguish passion’s glow. I thanked
him in my heart. And my love for him grew because he
understood and knew the meaning of restraint and how to
defer. Because he kept the vow I had vowed to myself and
helped me maintain the conventions implanted in me and
pay a debt of reverence to my parents. Even if they were not
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the kind who would ask me, and I certainly wouldn’t have
told them, and they would never know.

Our honeymoon was two whole days in a hotel in Tiberias.
For the first time in our lives we were in a hotel. It was the
winter season and we were the only guests. Outside it was
rainy and wintry. That did not trouble us. We never left our
room.
“We still haven’t discussed the soul searching you wrote me
about,” I dared to remind him. He thought, was silent, and
then smiled. “I was hiding on a rooftop in Jerusalem when
the curfew was declared. I hid for the whole three days.
The English hunted for the participants in the unsuccessful
operation. They went from house to house searching for us.
They came to the house on the roof of which I was hiding.
They checked and climbed, floor by floor. I thought, ‘Instead
of freeing prisoners, I’ll be one or die.’ I prayed, ‘If I come
out of this alive....’ I took an account of my life... .But when
I saw you....You know? It was a miracle. They stopped in
front of the door to the roof. -1 changed my mind.” That was
all he said.
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The Final Two Hours
At 6:30 the Deputy Chief Rabbi appeared in the cells of the condemned

and told them the sentence would be carried out in an hour and a half, at
8 A.M.

Eliahu Bet-Zuri said: “You surprised me a little, but it doesn’t matter:
from the day I joined the fighting movement I was ready for this.”

[...] Eliahu Hakim, as he was being dressed in the red cloths in which he
would be hanged, said: “This is the nicest suit I've ever worn in my life.”
[...] Eliyahu Hakim was hanged first, at exactly 8 o'clock. Half an hour

later, Eliahu Bet-Zuri was hanged.

Ha’aretz, January 20,1946

Two Eritrean Detainees Killed and
Twelve Injured in Rioting Thursday
A news release issued Friday states:

Middle East Headquarters announces that as a result of riots in the detention
camp in Eritrea on January 17,1946, two Jewish prisoners were killed and
12 injured. An official investigation is underway.
[...] The dead are Shaul Haglilee and Eliahu Ezra.
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Chapter 12

When Chopping Wood

“When chopping wood - chips fall.” At the time, that proverb
was new to me. A metaphor whose meaning had to be made
clear.
To me, it sounded wise and deep. That’s the difference
between it and a simple, direct sentence such as: “If you
go to war - you may be killed.” Granted that is true. But
it trivializes the fateful act. “When chopping wood - chips
fall,” makes you the woodchopper and, simultaneously, the
wood that is chopped. The chips are you yourself.
When I joined the underground war to expel the British, I
knew I was endangering my life.
To go to war is no joke. I was willing to pay the price. Even
though I wanted to live and had plans for two hundred years
of life. I didn’t know yet the pain of friends falling, their
deaths or injuries. For I hadn’t yet had such friends. Later,
I didn’t see them when they died. But I was involved in the
events. And sometimes close to where they fell. When luck
had it, I cared for the wounded.
If you don’t have a strong desire to live, if you don’t value
the importance of life and know what you want from it - you
cannot fight for life. Even when you put yourself at risk,
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even then you love life, you want to live, and you hope that
the bullet will miss you.
Did all the underground jobs involve combat? Guns in
one’s hand? It turned out that most jobs and missions
were supportive. Gray preparatory work, assistance, and
not combat itself. In reality, a single military operation
required much preparation and logistical work. But what I
and most of our members saw as the main, essential thing
was to engage in an actual battle. Only casing areas and
checking escape routes that your friends would use, left you
uncomfortable. Transporting ammunition from its cache and
arming those going on an operation, while you stayed behind
- was frustrating. Educating and recruiting new members,
convincing them to join and risk their lives, while you were
on the less dangerous side, created a moral dilemma in your
soul. And so, after all the peripheral jobs, you pressured the
person in charge of you, “I want to go on operations.”
Was it a spirit of adventure inside us? That is what the
newspapers and radio called us: “dangerous adventurers.”
Indeed, I didn’t believe that one could take part in this war,
in which the forces were uneven - in fact, an impossible
equation, with our side short of weapons, with few means
and no experience; we had almost nothing apart from an
idea and a dream - without a spirit of adventure to provide
a push. It is a tool of war. Just like a strong will, or patience,
or being ready to go the distance. They add optimism to an
as yet unrealizable idea.
The objective was not “adventurousness” - as it is defined
in our minds or a dictionary: “Adventurer: One who likes
•••
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to be in difficult and dangerous situations. One who seeks
surprising occurrences.”
One could not be solely an adventurer and remain one under
the continual and continuous pressure. When the tedious
preparatory work was plentiful. Without glamour. And one’s
sacrifices were not generally recognized. On the contrary,
they were scorned and held in contempt by every newspaper
and journal and on every platform.
“I want to go on operations.” I saw myself as worthy of
doing so.
In retrospect, I understand the doubt in my friends’ eyes. A
young girl, a scrawny five feet three inches with “aspirations,”
as I was. “You won’t be able to carry fifty, sixty kilos of
explosives on your back,” they decided, reasonably. Some of
the guys couldn’t do it either, but there were other missions.
The real hurdle was not the physical one but that of the heart:
“What would I do if I were ordered to kill a man? To squeeze
the trigger and shoot him, to take a life when I have not yet
given life. I am neither God nor His deputy.”
I didn’t tell anyone about my qualms. “Do my friends have
these thoughts?”
“We are at war with the British,” I reminded myself. “This is a
real war and you shoot to kill the enemy. There are no deluxe
wars.” I recalled the biblical prophet Gideon when he chose
the best of his warriors for the battle with the Philistines:
“All who are afraid or weak of heart, rise and go home.”
No, I would not return to my home. The Englishman would
have to return to his home. What he was doing here, in our
home, was evil. I knew I would perform whatever task I was
assigned. I would not desert and I would not task others with
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what was difficult for me.
The work that was assigned to me, eventually, was
sabotage.
We set off to blow up the Na’aman Bridge south of Acco. It
was April 2, 1946.
I did not carry fifty kilos of explosives on my back. When
it got dark, the guys carried the heavy explosives from the
grove, where we’d gathered, to our destination, about half a
kilometer away. I wasn’t one of the people who activated it
on the bridge. Nor was I in the lead group, which neutralized
the guards. We - Nadav, Nili (Hanna Merfish), and I - each
held two packets of explosives in our hands, attached to
detonators. Our job was to attach them to the train tracks.
Far from each other. Nadav was in charge of our unit. We
tied them to the tracks and waited for the signal. The signal
in this case was supposed to be the bridge exploding. When
we heard it we were to ignite the fuse to our detonators.
We sat on the sand, tense and attentive. Somewhat distant
from the tracks, the quiet enveloped us...in the sky, stars
were twinkling and the moon was the shape of a rounded
scythe, like an eyebrow, dusting its surroundings with a
sickly, pale powder, creating shadows.
Instead of an explosion, we suddenly heard the whistle of
an approaching train. In the frozen silence of a village night,
after having grown accustomed to the orphaned croaking of
frogs, the whistle sounded like a crescendo and brought us
to our feet. What was a train doing here at this time of the
night? It wasn’t what we expected.
We hurried to untie the packets of explosives from the tracks.
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No one wanted the train’s wheels to activate the explosives.
The train would be derailed. Would we have enough time?
Who were the passengers? We’d been sent to sabotage
transportation, not to kill randomly. Thank God we managed
to detach the explosives. We jumped back and lay in the sand
with the explosives in our hands.
A second later, the train passed. We went back and refastened
the explosives to the track. Only then did I notice that one of
the detonators had been tom from the mine in my hand and,
thank God, it hadn’t exploded.
Two minutes passed by. The huge explosion shook the
“universe,” and we detonated our explosives. I had only one
mine to detonate. But I kept my life.
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Davar, May 5,1946

No Jewish Organization Will Disturb the Peace
Necessary for 100,000 Immigrants
The United Hebrew Resistance in Eretz Israel promised Friday to maintain

peace if 100 thousand immigration certificates are issued. The commitment
was made in response to Prime Minister Attlee’s announcement [...].
All the armed Jewish undergrounds, including the Irgun Zvai Leumi and

the Fighters for the Freedom of Israel (the “Stem Group”), have promised

to maintain law and order if 100 thousand immigrants are allowed to enter
the country. But they stated that they would not accept the demand to
disarm, since the weapons are needed for the defense of the lives and

property of Jews.
Ha’aretz, June 6,1946

Three Lehi Members Get 6,4 and 3 Years in Prison
Yehuda Ben Moshe Feder, 22 years old, 6 years imprisonment; Nisim

Ben Shmuel Anavi, 18 years old, 4 years imprisonment; and Herman Zvi
Ben Shmuel Prisant, 17 years old, 3 years imprisonment. All were granted
special treatment in jail.

The three were charged on two counts: 1. Carrying two guns and 13
bullets; 2. carrying 18 bullets at 4 Ein Ya’akov Street on March 30,1946.

The three defendants had pleaded not guilty.
Hamashkif, August 4,1946

Some twenty thousand soldiers participate in the “second phase”
against the Hebrew city, which is confined for four days

102,000 Put in Pens in Tel Aviv
780 people arrested in the besieged city of Tel Aviv Weapons found
- Many complaints of thefts, vandalism, beatings and abuse
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Chapter 13

Go to Haifa Right Away!

Two months earlier, in February, Elimelech and I were
on our way back from Tiberias. After the two days of our
honeymoon, when it was just the two of us, he and I. Winter
was at its peak. The city’s vacation season was in a lull. What
did the city look like? I don’t know. We didn’t see any of it.
We were, as I wrote above, the only guests in the hotel we
stayed at. Though even if it had been full, who would have
noticed?
The pleasant hotel manager was the only person with a job to
do and we benefited from his full attention. He immediately
saw that we were newlyweds.
For those two days we disconnected ourselves from the
world. We were immersed in ourselves.
We were elated at the new discoveries we experienced being
together, which only the two of us experienced, no one else
in the world. An invention unique to us. Forty-eight hours
belonged to us alone, and to what happened between us. And
already we were on our way back.
We promised each other and decided that after we expelled
the British regime and established an independent state, we
would go on a second honeymoon.
We sat side by side on the wooden benches of the bus, the
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heat still flowing in circles inside us, and we looked carefully
around to make sure that no other eye would, Heaven forbid,
notice.
For all intents and purposes, we could have spent our
honeymoon anywhere else in the country, for we didn’t see
a thing. Not the city of Tiberias. Not the blue Sea of Galilee.
Not even the garden surrounding the hotel. If we did see it, it
didn’t make an impression in our memories. It was cold and
rainy outside. And our room, what did it look like? Nothing
much. We left it for meals. Had two days gone by already?
The return to Tel Aviv was like a period that closes a sentence
that is a prelude to the coming chapters. But the first sentence
was still stuck inside us and played havoc with our vocal
chords. Words we tried to speak came out shaky; other words,
tentative and blushing. You can’t.. .1 felt his hand press mine
as if to say, let’s continue to the next chapter.
We were silent. If only we could have stayed for two more
days....
At the Egged bus station in Afula we heard an announcer on
the radio say, “Yesterday an attempt was made in Haifa on
the life of the British officer Cafferata.”
“That’s an attack of ours!” Elimelech was quick to guess.
We remembered the part Cafferata had played in the history
of the Land of Israel. The part he had in ignoring the massacre
of the Jews of Hebron in 1929 and in abandoning them. His
part in directing the searches and confiscations of weapons
in kibbutzim. And most importantly, he loyally executed
British policy in the country. He was a target.
We heard and suddenly we found our voices. The British
officer was unharmed. None of the attackers fell either.
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Thank God. We recalled other operations that had failed.
Ultimately, we concluded that for every successful operation
there were two failed ones.
I remembered that a month ago, Mazal (Yaacov Banai,
the head of Lehi’s Operations Division, formerly known
as Shraga) instructed me to wear the finest cloths in my
“wardrobe” and “Meet me tomorrow at four.” “What’s it
about?” He didn’t answer.
The next day I looked my best, and he, tall and handsome
as always, looked his. By his build, he could have been
mistaken for an Englishman.
Mazal invited me to a fancy Haifa café on a street leading
from the city to Mount Carmel. A strange feeling.
I wasn’t used to sitting in coffee shops. I didn’t know how
to behave. I felt as though everyone who looked at me
noticed how inexperienced I was. Police officials and British
detectives often came to that café.
The waiter offered us a table, and Mazal sat facing the
entrance. Clearly, he was there to track one of them.
“Now I understand,” I told Elimelech, happy at the discovery,
“who we were following then. It was the British officer
Cafferata. Apparently, we had gone to check on his habits.
And perhaps to be able to identify him.” “Did you see the
goy?” Elimelech asked. “He didn’t show up that day,” I
answered. “Even an unsuccessful mission fills a function in
the war,” Elimelech consoled me. “In the eyes of the enemy,
the operation had occurred, potentially.”

“Nu, kids, are you staying here? Nu, at least for a few days?”
my parents asked as they greeted us happily. But a small
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note, taped shut, was waiting for me at home: “Go to Haifa
early in the morning right away and bring Arazia to Tel Aviv
for medical attention.”
“Ah...the operation hadn’t succeeded and still we have a
casualty.” The injured was Arazia. “A taxi will be waiting for
you at our taxi station on Hashmonaim Street, you’ll meet
Hanan there.”
Hanan and I took the taxi to pick up Arazia. We both knew
his hiding place. There were not many who did. Keeping
secrets was so ingrained in us that even now, after so many
years, I was about to refrain from revealing that it was an
apartment on Barzilai Street belonging to Lehi supporters. I
don’t remember their name. It was their way of supporting
the underground.
During the years underground my path crossed Hanan’s more
than once, when we were assigned a joint mission or when
we happened to be in the same place. The final instance was
two years later. That was also in February, when Hanan and I
found ourselves standing in the midst of a terrible explosion
on Ben Yehuda Street in Jerusalem. But more on that later.
We found Arazia with an injured thigh bone. His life wasn’t in
danger but the injury was bad. Arazia was my first supervisor
and now he was in our care.
Based on his appearance one would never have guessed that
he was a “dangerous terrorist.” Gentle facial features that the
Lord had crafted perfectly. He had a sort of cultured restraint,
seemingly lethargic. When he had nothing to do he gave me
the impression of a ship whose sails had no wind. He loved
to sing, and the arias from the operas that he loved to sing
to us, with their trills, still ring in my ears. He was a secret
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romantic and a dreamer.
On the way to Tel Aviv he was emotional and agitated.
“You would not believe how nothing went as planned....
Those ‘Bachnikim’ [Irgunists] were supposed to block the
road.” “What? It was a joint operation with the Irgun?” we
interrupted. We tried to get information. “But for goodness’
sake, the blockade wasn’t total and Cafferata’s car, that is, his
agile driver, managed to maneuver his way through!” Arazia
didn’t give up. He ran, alone, his gun drawn, and shot at the
swiftly departing car. He had responsibility. “Where had the
second unit across the street disappeared to?” He raised his
hand in despair and fell silent. Yet we asked: “But how were
you hit and injured in your leg?” “Oh...that?” he hesitated,
“That happened when I ran out of bullets and wanted to draw
the other gun from my belt. While I was running, when I
drew the second gun... .Yes, it was a joint operation with the
Irgun,” he remembered to answer.
In the taxi we tried to seem calm and relaxed so his injury
would not be noticed. The police were present along the
entire route. “So, that’s what you know how to do?” we
joked on his account. He was at our mercy.
In Tel Aviv, unlike Haifa, we had several doctors who treated
our injured, some of them in small, private hospitals. We
were instructed to take him there.
Back to my parent’s house. It was late afternoon. Half past
five already. And Elimelech was waiting for me. Only then
did I notice that I was hungry as a wolf. We hadn’t eaten
anything all day. We hadn’t had any money. We hadn’t
thought about food at all. “How could we have transferred
a patient without even offering him a glass of water?” I felt
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guilty. It just wasn’t on our minds.
Elimelech greeted me with glowing eyes. I wanted to hug
him and feel a little more of the honeymoon. But, no. How
could we reveal to everyone what was between us?
“We kept lunch for you,” my mother said. “Come sit down at
the table, both of you; Elimelech didn’t want to eat without
you.” “Really?” And I thought, “What a man! He empathized
and chose to go hungry....”
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Ha’aretz, August 13,1946

Trial of 23 Lehi Members Continues Today in Their
Absence
The trial of 19 men and 4 women charged with attacking the railway

workshops in the Zevulun Valley on June 17 opened yesterday morning in

a military court in Haifa [...].

No Defense
They appeared without any defense attorneys. A few were bandaged and
unable to walk on their own. A large number of foreign press representatives

is following the trial, including reporters from the Times, Daily Herald,

New Chronicle and others [...].
The judges entered at 9:30. The defendants did not stand.

The Defendants’ Statement
The judges took their seats. One of the defendants rose and stated on

behalf of all the defendants that they would not participate in the court

proceedings, which he called “abusive.” The defendants demanded to be
treated as prisoners of war. When the court translator rose to administer

the oaths, the defendants began singing the Lehi anthem [...].

Session Adjourned
The judges rose and left the hall and the session was adjourned.

Yediot Aharonot, August 13,1946

18 Men and 4 Women in a Fenced Cell
White “uniforms” opposite the khaki uniforms across from them
Group singing leads to public embarrassment by this new trick
The 18 men and 4 women brought yesterday before the military court in
Haifa added a new and unique trick. [...] They began a medley of songs

when the judges entered. [...] When the judges and those in the courtroom
sat, the defendants rose and began singing. [...] This is a new trick, one the
military courts had not yet experienced.
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Chapter 14

I Saw Him Just Yesterday
Half a year earlier, also in Haifa, Dan and Elhanan had been
injured at the Oil Refineries. In the premature explosion.
After the explosion, Elhanan had disappeared from sight
and, as noted, Dan - injured and supported by Moshe - had
been “hospitalized” in my small room, given over to my
care. Three years earlier, Dan had been the first Lehi member
I’d met when we had our first weapons course in his house.
Actually, it was also my last weapons course.
“Where is Israel?” I asked then. Meaning, Israel, the
commander of operations in Haifa, whose nom de guerre
had been Giora “the Redhead” during the course in
Ramataim. “Where is he?” Dan turned his face from me.
Frozen still. “He was killed,” he hit me with the news. No!
Only yesterday I met him, alive and well. I tried to digest the
news and memory. I hadn’t known he would command an
operation the following day. As noted, it was supposed to be
a clean operation without casualties. No frontal attack and
no bloodshed.
Looking back, I remembered that when I’d met Israel the
day before, he wasn’t in a good mood, he was nervous and
tense. Was he worried about the operation? Did he have a
premonition that he would not come through? Some say that
there is such a phenomenon. A sense of approaching death.
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Or the phenomenon of a soldier in the trenches who, sure
he will be killed, runs in a frenzy toward enemy fire. I don’t
believe that a person knows ahead of time that he will be
hurt. Unless there are metaphysical powers or supernatural
ghosts. A person’s daily routine offers more realistic
explanations. Once, I was sure that I would be the first girl
to fall in one of the battles. That I’d be the first girl to die.
In hindsight it seems that the anticipation of death depends
first and foremost on the knowledge of the danger, and the
possibility of it happening during a combat operation. It also
depends on something unrelated, the changing mental and
physical state of a person before he leaves for battle. And
on conditions such as lack of sleep or strained contacts with
one’s loved ones. Maybe also the natural cycle of moods and
such. Apparently, pessimism may also blur one’s judgment.
One way or the other, Israel paid with his life. And I live to
bear the sorrow within my heart.
“I stood behind Israel’s back,” related Dan. “No. Elhanan
stood behind his back. I stood to the side. And Moshe
kept guard outside the bunker. There were four of us. We
had already prepared all the explosives. All that remained
was to connect them to the timers. Israel was leaning over
the wooden suitcase with its double sidings, to check the
timers again. It was too early to assemble them. We had to
wait. We had hours more to wait. You can’t imagine how
endless time can be. The timers were set for six o’clock in
the morning. At that time we would all be outside. And the
management would receive a phone call warning them and
demanding that they evacuate the employees.” “And what
happened then?” I was impatient. “The timers were all fine.
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We waited for the time to pass. We were to connect the timers
with the detonators to the large explosives and then attach
them to the targets we had picked. Everything was planned.
Every detail. And suddenly, an explosion.” Dan stopped
for a moment as though seeing again what had happened,
then added, “Elhanan gripped his eyes. I saw that one of his
eyes had fallen into his hand.” Dan continued, “I had been
injured by the shrapnel and I stumbled outside. Then the
big explosion was heard. What caused it? I can guess. But
nothing certain. Perhaps when Israel was closing the wooden
lid on the timers? Perhaps the detonators connected then? We
couldn’t know. Moshe, who was standing guard outside, was
not injured.” Moshe helped Dan and guided him. Where was
Elhanan? He disappeared in the darkness. Israel remained
inside - in pieces. The retreat began. Through an opening
they had made in the fence, passing through the fetid canal.
A long walk from the Gulf to Haifa. And to my door.
Boaz, in charge of the branch, ran around town to find a doctor
who would examine Dan. He needed medical treatment.
But Haifa was Red Haifa and the doctors he approached were
opposed to our path and would not help us. Only one doctor,
a gynecologist on the same street, Akiva Street, agreed to
come and tend to him.
I offered Dan the best conditions that I could in my room.
I tried to tie the rebellious soaring springs on my only sofa,
but they were untamable. In any event, Dan didn’t mind
at all. Maybe he didn’t even feel them. I wasn’t exactly a
registered nurse, but I gave him heavy daily doses of my
miracle medicine, green salad. Months of training in its
preparation during the courses in Ramataim had made me
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Lehi’s salad expert. It’s a fact. He recovered quickly.
I accompanied Dan to a final check-up at the gynecologist’s
clinic. He examined Dan carefully while I roamed the room
and examined his extraordinary equipment, trying to stick
my hands into the handles that protruded from a bed that was
off to the side. I wondered about their placement: “How do
you put your hands here?” I asked the doctor.
“A time will come,” he laughed, “and you’ll know.”
When we left the doctor’s house, pleased with his swift
recovery, Dan said to me: “Dummy, don’t you know that the
handles are for the feet and not the hands?” How, I wondered,
did men know more about “such things” than women?
Less encouraging was the fate of Elhanan, the “Maharaja.”
One eye had fallen out. The other barely capable of sight.
Nearly blind he walked the the tortuous road through the
opening in the fence (how did he find it?) and across the
canal surrounding the refineries, alone, injured, all night
long. He reached the first-aid station in Hadar HaCarmel
toward morning, hid his gun, and lost consciousness. He was
transferred to a hospital.
Fate had granted him another year to live. With only one eye
he wrote the story of the operation at the Oil Refineries. And
how he survived with the help of a doctor in Haifa who took
a risk and took him into his home, caring for him there so
the British detectives would not arrest him. The lack of an
eye did not deter or hamper him from participating in other
operations. The last of these was at the railway workshops.
There he fell, slain by British bullets on the road. His friend
Moshe, who had escaped unharmed from the explosion at
the Oil Refineries a year earlier, was slain with him.
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Yediot Aharonot, August 16, 1946

18 Lehi Members Sentenced to Death
4 Women Defendants - Life in Prison
The military court, which relocated this morning to Acco - for the first
time in this country’s legal history - issued its sentence today at 12:35,

according to which the 18 young men charged with participating in the
attack on the railway workshops are sentenced to death and the four

women to life in prison.

The court’s verdict was drowned out by the singing

Ha’aretz, August 24,1946

10,000 Women Ask Pardon for the 18
Chief Rabbi Herzog’s wife is heading the drive to have 10,000 women

sign the petition that will be submitted to the Commander of the Military
Forces and the High Commissioner requesting a pardon for the 18
sentenced to death.
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Chapter 15

The Power of a Little
“Ferteleh”

From the first moment of acquaintance, at first sight, you
often attribute high qualities to some people. You feel that
you know who they are. Barak (Benzion Cohen) was such
a person. Even without getting close. I was glad when he
appeared in Jerusalem. Maybe it had something to do with
what we call charisma.
I had met him when I was in Tel Aviv. He and Nurit (Rachel
Cohen-Magriso) were appointed to be “recruiters.” I was
assigned to teach them about Lehi’s goals, ideology, roots,
and so forth, and the difficulties involved in an encounter
between a candidate for recruitment, who sometimes needed
persuasion or sought to clarify our goals, and a recruiter who
was revealing his own membership in Lehi.
Both Nurit and Barak impressed me with the intelligence
they projected. And with the way they looked. Five feet nine
inches tall - what harmony! What a heavenly couple.
I asked myself where I could take them so that no one would
hear us talking. Certainly not home. But there were parks.
And they had benches. And the benches were far apart. I
took them to Strauss Garden, across from my parents’ home
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on Balfour Street in Tel Aviv.
“What a nice garden. It’s so quiet here,” they were both
impressed. In the cold January weather not many visitors
went there. We chose a secluded location, with no one nearby
who could listen to us. What would the few people who
nonetheless passed through the garden see if they’d looked at
us from a distance? A tall couple and a smaller young woman
with a protruding stomach (I was in the advanced stages of
my pregnancy), sitting immersed in lively conversation.
When evening came we remembered that we needed to
finish and get home. We were about to leave when Nurit
exclaimed, “The gate has been closed!” There was no doubt
about what to do, it was no problem. “Climb up and over,” I
instructed them. Nurit and Barak went over the six-foot-high
gate easily and stood looking at me apprehensively as I did
the same. Their worried expressions made it clear that I had
deluded myself in thinking that perhaps they hadn’t noticed
my pregnancy since it was winter and I was wrapped in a
wide coat....

Now in Jerusalem I was glad to see him again. I was curious
to know how the recruitment was going. How they were
handling the challenge. I knew only that in Tel Aviv, where
they were working, the Youth Division had grown and
expanded. I went to visit him in an eye clinic. He couldn’t
see me but he heard my voice. He lay in bed in a darkened
room, or rather, an unlit room. His eyes were bandaged. “I
am Sarah,” I announced my arrival. “I know,” he answered
in his baritone voice. It was nearly a year since we had met.
I didn’t know then that he had trouble with his eyes but there
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could be no doubt that he was gifted with an extraordinary
sense of hearing. The surgery had been a success. Nu, that was
no wonder, the famous Dr. Abraham Ticho had performed it.
Barak himself was not yet sure that everything had turned
out all right.
Despite all of his advantages, he expressed frustration and
even dejection. Only when the bandages were removed
would he really know if his eyes would allow him to be equal
to his friends and go on combat operations.
But old wise men say that troubles come in twos or threes. I
wasn’t looking for such profusion but it seemed that Barak
attracted fire, literally and metaphorically. I saw him again
in Nehama’s (Ruth Freund-Wallach) room. A fourth floor
apartment on Ben Yehuda Street. The room was available to
any Lehi member. Nehama was a professional nurse, realistic
and practical. I liked her direct, unrestrained, and open talk.
“I wish,” I thought, “that I could free myself from my selfrestraint as she does.” She wasn’t at home.
Barak sat at the table with Amos (Moshe Edelstein) by his
side. Amos was an interesting and creative guy: “I can, and
my brother can, too,” he said, “read a book review and give
a lecture about the entire book.” It was a family gift. He was
sitting next to Barak, “brothers sitting together.” I looked
for a box of matches and burned unneeded notes and papers.
“Is the depression over?” I asked, hoping to encourage
Barak, who smiled for a change. I don’t know what kind of a
depression I’d have been in if I’d had to lay in bed for a week
with my eyes covered, doing nothing.
“Someone is knocking at the door.” He was the only one who
•••
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heard it. “It’s Ariella,” someone said. Ariella (Lea Prisant),
my good friend. Thank God for her. We were glad to get a
bright smile from her. “The main thing is that she is alive and
well.” She was the beautiful Amazon who went on most of
the operations in Jerusalem. “Everyone goes on operations
and only I’m stuck here,” grumbled Barak.
“You see, Sarah? Did you hear?” Ariella reported, “There
are indications. We may see the British leave after all.”
“Lets not jump to conclusions,” I said. I was still skeptical. I
didn’t trust the British or their intention to leave. There was a
rumor that they might stop in Cyprus and wait until the Arab
countries defeated us. They assumed the Arabs would inflict
heavy casualties and beat us, and then we would ask them
to return. There were such rumors. Patience. We needed
patience.
“Stop it! Do you hear? Stop it!” Ariella’s shouts scared me;
she was looking with alarm at Amos and Barak. Only now
did I see that they were not looking through the papers on the
desk but fighting over a small gun, which we’d nicknamed
a “Ferteleh,” Yiddish for one-quarter of a gun, which Amos
was trying to take from Barak’s hands. Then we heard the
shot. We all fell silent; no one moved.
What had happened? The smell of gunpowder spread through
the room. Who had the bullet hit?
I examined my body. When I was hit that time in the Ramataim
hut I hadn’t felt the wound at first. But, no. It wasn’t me. I
looked around and suddenly saw Barak, still sitting where
he was, with the palm of his hand pressed to his neck and a
small trickle of blood dripping on his fingers. The blood ran
down his arm. Amos was in shock, looking bewildered at the
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wounded man, “Don’t play with....” “Get a doctor, quickly!”
The shout woke him. And he bolted down the stairs.
Ariella and I moved Barak to the bed and laid him down. I
grabbed a tablecloth that had come back from the laundry and
put it on his neck to stop the bleeding. “God, don’t let him
die on us,” I prayed silently. Barak’s legs stopped twitching
and he lay motionless. Suddenly we heard his deep voice
announce ceremoniously: “Now I am dying.” Those were
his first words.
I had never experienced such situations. But the moment I
heard his voice, he actually spoke, an inner sense I had no
idea existed told me, “He will be okay. He will live.”
We heard Amos’s footsteps in the stairwell as he jumped
down the steps and shouted in distress, “Doctor! Doctor!”
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Lehi Collected Works, vol. 2, pp. 217-18

“The Partners”
In Memory of Uri and Petachia
— I was sent to speak with them. Not far from Brenner House, Petachia

and I met by means of a signal and password. A young man, over twenty,
dressed well, insofar as someone that age dresses well. Alert and craving
activity. When I began explaining the dangers of our path and how it
might not be “for him,” he stopped me: “I am not a boy. I have given due

consideration to my decision. I know about Yair and what happened at 30
Dizengoff Street, and about Ben Yosef. I also know that the members are

hunted and hungry. I am ready for anything and everything. I want to go
to work immediately.” And Petachia went to work.
A few days later I met Uri on Nachmani Street. Uri was taller than Petachia

but younger than him, full of energy and very serious. I told him what the

underground would demand of him and the dangers facing every fighter.
I pointed out that he lost his father a few months earlier, and he said -

“Nonetheless.” “Have you thought things over well?” “I have.”
[...] In a very short while, Petachia and Uri were members of the same

unit.

Ha’aretz, September 1,1946

Alkalai Sentenced to Death by Hanging
Defendant No. 23 Found Guilty of Shooting at the Army
[...] Alkalai received his verdict with complete indifference and did not say

anything. When the judges left, his hands were bound with metal chains

and he was returned under guard to prison [...].
Throughout the trial, which lasted three days, Alkalai lay in the defendant's

booth on a stretcher.
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Chapter 16

May I Stow a Typewriter Here?

“Where or with whom do you think can we stow a typewriter?”
Boaz asked me.
Where? Nu, really, where could we have put it? Not with
me, of course. Impossible, in my small twelve-square foot
room one could barely even stand. But that wasn’t the main
thing: the room was made of wood and someone could easily
have broken in. Impossible. Nor could we have stored it with
other active members who were always at risk of being under
surveillance. But we needed to find a solution. After all, what
were we talking about? It wasn’t such a big deal.
I became suspicious. “Why is he asking me?” It wasn’t a real
problem; he knew all the Lehi members in Haifa much better
than I did. Unless there was another reason.
“What do you think? Maybe with ‘the couple’?” I suggested.
I meant the Hermoni family. Supporters of Lehi. Nice
people. Always ready to help. They led a normal family
life, and it would never occur to anyone to send them on a
combat operation. What did we want? Only a place to keep
a typewriter until we needed it.
I suggested them and volunteered to ask them.
Haifa wasn’t a city that welcomed us warmly. That is an
understatement. In fact, no city welcomed us gladly. That
•«.
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is, its residents. But since we maintained anonymity they
could not express their disapproval to us personally by their
actions. In the streets, though, or on buses, we often heard
people saying after an operation against the British, “Those
criminals have stabbed the Yishuv in the back again.”
Sometimes we also heard people defending us.
Except in Haifa. The Hagana reigned there, with the discipline
of the well-organized homogenous Yishuv institutions,
almost as if it were a kibbutz. Haifa itself was like a large
village where every stranger stood out. In short, operating in
Haifa was more difficult and dangerous than in other cities.
I remembered the Hermoni couple, whom I hadn’t seen for
some time. They were “older.” In their forties. They were
permeated with refined Western manners and culture. I was
glad for the opportunity to see them again.
Aside from looking forward to the expected cultured
conversation, there was a sort of aesthetic pleasure in being
inside their home, with its unique atmosphere. Antique
furniture, well made. Classical. Crystal and porcelain
decorative items, flowers and rugs, and above all, warm
countenances and a feeling of home. It had been many
months since I had disconnected myself from my family in
Tel Aviv. I was far from the struggles and the need to resist
my mother, in order to do things my own way. But I was also
far from my mother’s pampering.
When I was first assigned to work in Haifa I told myself that
the distance was not so great. From one city to another was a
drive of under two hours, and that included a rest stop at the
Egged bus station in Hadera.
But I discovered that Haifa was “far away.” It was another
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planet. Unlike any other city. We called the residents of “Red
Haifa” the “red population.” I was soon totally immersed in
the city and I found myself competing with myself, attempting
to fulfill the duties given to me by others and the duties I
took upon myself. I didn’t think about Tel Aviv, my home,
or my family. Until the problem of the typewriter came up.
I realized that I would enter a family home, with a normal
family, and that there I would sink into a padded armchair.
And they would offer me coffee with milk in a porcelain cup,
and ask me comfortably what, in my opinion, the reaction
of the British cabinet would be to the coordinated activity
of the United Resistance - that is, the continual attacks on
British targets by the Hagana, the Irgun, and the Lehi - and
suddenly my parents’ house appeared before my eyes and I
felt a sharp longing.
It’s good that a person isn’t always conscious of the motives
that determine his or her steps. If he consciously chooses a
path that will give him pleasure but presents his decision as
a noble deed, for the general good, this is hypocritical. In
other words, only the consciousness and the motive make
him hypocritical.

I rang the bell of their apartment....
I have forgotten the warm greeting with which I was most
certainly received.
I remember myself in the hallway again, by the door to their
apartment, as they attempted to stop me from leaving. They
begged me to drink the warm milk they’d brought out to
calm me.
I only remember that they refused my request to store the
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typewriter.
The man tried to explain to me, logically, that he employed
approximately twenty workers in his factory who had
families to support.
“If the British police search and find this ‘confiscated’
typewriter here, they will arrest me, and all these families
will be left without any source of income.”
*

Only many years later did I understand their argument and
feel that there was a grain of truth in what they said. Perhaps
because I had changed in the meantime. In my comfortable
armchair, to which I had become accustomed, and surrounded
by abundance, I could identify closely with someone who
might lose that which he had.
But at that moment the divide was great. I saw every thumb
tack that the underground organization needed as something
important. For the entire underground functioned thanks to
the small nails. Hermoni, on the other hand, a known figure
who represented Betar in his country of origin, saw only a
stolen typewriter.
I couldn’t take the refusal. The word “no” hit me like a rock. I
thought in my heart that so many of our boys had been killed
recently in our operations against British rule. They gave
their lives wholeheartedly, without setting any terms. Among
them my husband Elimelech, and his image passed before
my eyes, and his smile, which would never again shine....
And what were we talking about here? Such a small act, so
minor.. ..And without meaning to, despite all my restraint, I,
the “brave soldier” Sarah, burst into tears, which I couldn’t
stop. Hysterical sobbing. I wanted to stop and couldn’t. The
•••
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hot tears poured out of me, streamed from my heart and from
everywhere they could. I was so ashamed. The husband and
wife were shocked and shaken. Then they were beseeching
me, “Please, bring the typewriter. Bring anything you need
to. Please, really....”
Down in the street, I tried to hide the embarrassing tears, I
tried with all my strength to rebuild my fractured façade and
cover the emotional weakness that lay behind it.
Anger and disappointment at myself and at them mingled
within me. “How can you behave this way?” I thought to
myself.
At that moment I knew clearly that I would never go back to
see them again. Never.

Epilogue
“I knew clearly that I would never....”
Indeed, decades passed. I didn’t see them for nearly forty
years.
But I never forgot. As time passed, so the lessons and my
conclusions occasionally changed. Their “sin” paled and
passed through a time tunnel, from the serious pressurefilled atmosphere in which life and death stood every day in
the balance, then and there, to the other end, to a tomorrow,
in which we sit under our grape vines and fig trees. In which
the concept of the public has retreated before the victorious
individual.
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They were already in their eighties when I met them again. It
was in their home. They had meanwhile forgotten most of the
people they’d been in contact with back then. I was among
the few they remembered and wished to see. I was glad they
were living long lives and we had a chance to exchange some
of the love that we had felt for each other early on.
Did they remember what had caused the split between us?
Was it because of that embarrassing event that I had stayed
in their memories? I don’t know. We never talked about it or
brought it up. Not even a word.
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Hamashkif, September 22,1946

Eastern Train Station in Haifa Blown Up
Time Bomb in a Barrel Left in Station an Hour before Explosion
and Warning Given to All Employees

Hamashkif, October 31,1946

Injuries from Mine Near Ra’anana
An official communiqué released yesterday announced that a landmine

exploded under two military vehicles on the Jaffa-Haifa road. One vehicle
was badly damaged and two soldiers were injured.

Hamashkif, October 31,1946

An Explosion in the Central Train Station in Jerusalem
Massive damage to the building - Police officer killed attempting
to dismantle bomb - 4 youths arrested, 3 of them with injuries
3 soldiers killed and 13 injured as military vehicles hit by electric
landmines

Hamashkif, November 25,1946

Hagana offers Irgun and Lehi a Two-Month Ceasefire
according to the Sunday Times
[...] Foreign correspondents telegraphed their papers yesterday informing
them that a ceasefire agreement had been reached between the Hagana and

the Irgun and Lehi for the duration of the congress.
These reports were later denied.
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Chapter 17

One of Them is My Husband

“Which of the visitors who came today is your husband?”
the woman in the bed next to mine at Hadassah Hospital in
Tel Aviv asked.
Four friends had visited me that Sabbath, in addition, of
course, to my parents and sister. There was quite a commotion
around my bed.
Which of the visitors was my husband? I stared at the high
white ceiling and the long white walls, from which not a
single painting or picture peered to cheer the eye. I tried to
count beds and more beds, one next to the other. In each one
a new mother lay on white sheets. Her head rested on a white
pillow and she was covered by a white blanket.
I couldn’t answer my neighbor’s question as to which was
my husband. Because he wasn’t one of the visitors and he
wouldn’t be visiting me in the foreseeable future, if at all.
The new mother who lay in a bed on my other side stirred at
the sound of the question, her curiosity aroused.
Suddenly I understood: I was on a stage and the audience
around me wanted an answer. I was so transparent that the
whiteness of my surroundings spread to my face. I understood
that I had to satisfy their curiosity and disappear into the
crowd.
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Three days had passed since I had given birth to my daughter.
Every day fathers visited their wives and only the father of
my baby girl had not put in an appearance. “He works on
a truck at the Dead Sea,” I tried to explain his absence. As
if the Dead Sea were on the other side of the world. The
excuse did not sound convincing. But that Sabbath I had an
opportunity to put the subject to rest.
Which of the visitors was my husband? “Nu, the one who
stood here.” I pointed at the spot nearest to me, by the bed.
“Ah, the red-headed one?” Yes, I quickly agreed. And so the
air cleared. They believed me.
And why not? I looked at them with large and innocent eyes
and the expression of a good girl. What could they think?
At best, that my relationship with my husband was strange,
so that even an occasion like the birth of a baby didn’t rate.
At worst, that perhaps I had been abandoned by him. In
any case, the visit and my white lie quieted the speculation
around me.
This scene made real to me that which awaited me in
situations that might arise when I would interact with my
surroundings. And how I would have to hide the anomaly in
my life. And continue to lie.
I was surprised at that strange thought. A double life. Normal
behavior was to serve only as a cover. Apretense. A decoration
to hide the real purpose of my life in order to forward it.
While still in the delivery room when I was giving birth to
Uriella, the doctor asked me how I could be so certain that
I was a week into the tenth month. Maybe he was trying to
gain experience and add me to the statistics. But I couldn’t
tell him. I shrugged my shoulders and said, “I know.”
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A longing pinched me inside. Elimelech’s absence was an
abyss within me: “If only he could be by my side now....”
I wanted to see his smile shining at me. But he would learn
that he had a daughter only the next day.
“If it is a girl,” he wrote me through the underground mail,
“I pray that she will be like you.” He would know only the
next day, when he read the Haaretz newspaper and saw the
ad we’d agreed on.
A screen fell over my eyes and I relived the last night we were
together as if it were a film. Clinging. I could still smell him.
We were in a room, with the rest of the guys in the adjacent
room. We were all going on the mission the next evening.
An operation from which we might not return (indeed, many
did not).
Everyone slept on mattresses spread over the floor. We, the
only married couple, were together in a bed. The body heat
became an intoxicating steam. We forced ourselves to be
silent, holding each other, motionless, speechless. Waiting,
with an ear poised. Until something in the brain gushed. It
seemed to be quiet, everyone slept, and then in total silence
we trembled, pulling intertwined with each other almost
without movement. We slowed the charging horses and
broke free.
It was the last time. The next day, with the excitement before
the operation and the preparations, the assignments, and the
final instructions, we practically didn’t see each other. But
even while distant we felt the cord connecting us. A total
partnership. We were going on the same operation!
That had happened nine months and one week earlier. The
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next evening everything was shattered and nothing was ever
the same.
Even the changing and unpredictable transience in which
we lived and to which we had grown accustomed changed.
From then on a new division existed....Elimelech and his
friends were locked in prison, sentenced to forced idleness.
We, who were outside, continued to work without them, and
we became a source of envy and frustration to them.
I understood them. To be caught and taken captive inspired
a sense of guilt. To sit idly against one’s will when so much
was being done outside created envy. I thought, “At least
they stayed alive; they should be happy they are alive.” But
there was something strange about this happiness, with the
heart grieving for those — too many - who did not return.
How can it be that they did not and we did?
Elimelech remained alive. What luck. He came through
without a scratch. Maybe God wanted to preserve him for
me. Maybe because the love in Elimelech’s heart was of
the kind that.. .1 don’t know. I didn’t speak such thoughts to
anyone, for fear that I would break the spell (and I am not
superstitious).
Ever after, that operation was a pillar of smoke that walked
with me and proved the existence of fire. I saw the reality.
I could feel the moments of terror when they were trapped
by the gunshots. Surrounded. The machineguns used in
the ambush showering them with deadly volleys for long
moments. Cramped and crowded inside the truck, exposed,
and the bullets whistling.
“Jump!” was the last order the operation commander gave
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before a volley struck him. They, the fighters, jumped and
were hit. The vehicle emptied and on its floor were those
who could no longer jump.
This fateful turn of events happened in the course of only
a few minutes. And it happened barely ten minutes after
the great joy - ten minutes, maybe even less, when all
were shaking hands, “Success! We carried out the mission,
another step toward the great cause, a few more steps in
the countdown. We did much damage. The blowing up
of the railway workshops will be added to the overdrawn
British government’s accounts.” Approximately ten minutes
separated the happiness from when our friends were lying
bleeding on the road.
“I don’t know how you would have managed alone with a
baby,” I deciphered Elimelech’s longing in his miniscule
handwriting on thin, transparent toilet paper; we were yet to
learn that this would be the case. “Still, I have great sorrow
that it will not be so. We thought we had all the time in the
world before us, remember?” so Elimelech ended his small
note from the cell of those condemned to hang.
...We had all the time in the world. What did we base this
on? Were the bullets shot not meant for our address? They
wouldn’t hit us? Apparently not. The facts seemed to speak
for themselves. Perhaps our love was the explanation. Was
it not a sign?
“Will the democratic British dare decree here, in the Land
of Israel, the death sentence and hang 19 young people at
once?” It was hard to know. Democracy had not prevented
the hangings of groups of three and four. “Will I have to raise
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the child that will be bom by myself, without a father?” These
questions were in my mind throughout the trial, and only at
its end did I know for certain that I carried his child inside
me. “You have given me great joy...,” Elimelech replied,
still in the death cell. He was so young, I thought, amazed,
only 21 and so ready and eager to be a father. Prepared for
any responsibility.
The death verdict to which the British court had sentenced
them hung above their heads for several weeks. Finally it
was commuted to life imprisonment.
After they ’ d changed out ofthe red uniform ofthe condemned,
there was hope: No matter how much time would go by. He
would be a father.

Early May 1947. Lightning struck. “A breakout from the Acco
prison!” the radio broadcaster bellowed. “A mass breakout.
Of Arabs and Jews.There are dead and injured; some of the
escapees and some of the attackers have been caught.”
“Who are they?” I wondered. If there were members of Lehi
among the escapees, I knew he would be one of them. I was
optimistic. Soon they would inform me, “Come to this or that
address and meet Elimelech.” I saw myself with the baby in
my arms as he extended his hand to touch her cheek and took
her into his embrace.
“Why are they taking so long? Maybe soon, another
minute....” Impatience sent me from here to there, my
parents’ house to his parents’ house. “Is there a message...?”
Finally Benjamin (Arye Shalem), under whose authority
I worked in the area, handed me the note: “I am sorry to
inform you....He was your husband but also....”
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Hamashkif, November 29,1946

765 Detainees and Deportees

Hazofe, November 19,1946

British Police Rioting in Tel Aviv Streets
Dozens Injured, 3 Cafés Destroyed

Hamashkif, December 28,1946

Four Escapes in Eritrea
Only One Escapee Still at Large
A total of four escapes have occurred from the Eritrean detention camp,
Mr. Stubbs revealed yesterday in a press conference in Jerusalem. Two
were mass escapes, and two of individuals. Only one of the escapees has
not yet been caught.

Ha’aretz, January 6, 1947

26 Arrested in Hadera Searches
Lehi Collected Writings, vol. 2, p. 711

The Torture Story
A copy of a letter has reached us, the translation of which we bring to our

readers:
[...] This is only one case of many. The story of torture in the British police
buildings in our country is so horrific that many treat it with skepticism.

As of today not a single national institution in the country has called upon

the population and the world to respond to these atrocities.
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Chapter 18

Where Is My Mother?

I wasn’t supposed to go back, to stay at my parents’ house.
Not after I had married and had a child.
There should, after all, be a limit to how long one has a right
to live at someone else’s expense, even if they are his parents.
If I wanted to lead my life my way and according to my own
decisions, I had to build a separate family unit or, how should
I put it, a mother-daughter unit. The time during which my
parents were responsible for me was over, I knew.

The joy with which my mother and father greeted my
daughter - their grandchild - and me made clear that their
home was still my home.
I had spent the previous year in the Jerusalem branch and
the years before it serving, for the most part, far from them.
“How did you manage to leave Jerusalem?” they wondered;
and the danger, which was not imaginary, of the ambush and
gunfire that awaited the convoys on their way to and from
Jerusalem in March 1948 made them shudder.
My mother, of course, had no way of knowing that during
my stay I would lay on her the duties of a nanny. But realistic
as she was and sharp eyed, she understood my feeling that I
was “holding the fate of the nation in my hands.” And I had
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to continue. “If you were younger,” I argued with her, “you,
too, would join Lehi’s ranks.” My mother didn’t accept that
idea, but considering the energy that she had and her wisdom,
which I admired, I believed she would have. In any case,
at her “very old” age (52) she was destined to only render
assistance.
I hesitated before returning home. I wasn’t yet free from the
trauma we had all experienced the year before....A difficult
memory, which I thought I had almost gotten over in the
course of the year. But it still hurt.
The smiling, relaxed atmosphere of our renewed encounter,
because of its warmth, revived in me the memory of the
sorrowful and painful times of the previous year and the
phony smiles we wore on our faces., .in order to avoid coming
into contact with the pain.

I wasn’t free from it yet.. .and I saw it then as I had before,
as though I were watching a play or film. As though it were
a play in which I had only a passive role:
My mother covering her head with both her hands, broken
sounds escaping her throat, “Oy, oy vey, oy...,” and she
walked, taking quick steps, back and forth in the room. I
stared at her, as if I weren’t there, frozen, not belonging.
As if I weren’t the one connected to the events. Was this a
theatrical drama? A trivial thought passed my mind. It wasn’t
real.
An hour earlier I had met Benjamin, my contact in Tel Aviv.
He broke the news to me, saying, “I’m very sorry.” He handed
me the condolence letter from Gera (Nathan Yalin-Mor), “I
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am sorry to inform you, but Elimelech is gone....His friends
asked a shepherd they encountered near Kibbutz Dalia to
bury him according to the rites of Israel....He managed to
say only, ‘I’ve been injured,’ and he expired.”
“Be strong,” Benjamin said. I heard my crumbling voice:
“Don’t say anything to me!” I wanted to shut my ears and
hear nothing. “I know it all.”

My eyes saw none of the surroundings. In that moment, only
the grief that would flow from his mother’s eyes flashed
before me, clearly. It was as though I could touch her. All of
her. Her face and neck, with furrows of agony all over them.
No, no.
At that moment I knew only that my husband had been killed
in the escape from Acco prison. As he made his way outside
the prison walls. In fact, he was already outside the prison.
A rock fell and smashed. “Where am I? I should go someplace
below. Down. Maybe to the basement. I don’t want to
understand what has happened.” We didn’t have a basement.
My legs ran home. “He’s gone,” I said dryly, answering my
mother’s question. I didn’t recognize my voice. A stranger’s
voice.
“How will I tell his mother?”
“Go to her,” said my mother, who finally grasped the situation
and sobered up, before I did.
Uriella! My baby. I remembered. I leaned over her bed,
looking at her and thinking, “What should I do? What should
I say?” What can one say to a baby who doesn’t understand
what awaits her? I whispered to her, “My little one...your
father...,” and suddenly, for the first time, the baby, six weeks
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old, smiled widely. Intentionally.. .her first voluntary smile.

A year and a bit had passed since then. I continued my
underground activities. Loyal to myself. Was I also loyal to
my daughter? “I read a book...by Pearl Buck,” I preserved
in my memory a note that Elimelech had written me, which
was smuggled out of the prison, in which he cited the book’s
heroine, who said that to bring children into this world means
to have to justify your deeds and to fight and create in order
to ensure they will have a better world. That was his answer
to my fears that giving birth would prevent me from being
active.
Would it be right for me to judge myself now for my past
decisions? It seems that would mean applying the “objective”
standards of justice of people who weren’t involved at the
time and whose view, naturally, was completely different
from mine. The choice that faced me then, as a mother and
as a fighter, was where to put the Archimedean point? Today
my perspective changes from time to time, depending on the
changing circumstances of life. Is it possible to reconstruct
and breathe the same air we breathed then?
At the time, even my friends in the underground had different
opinions about the subject. For example, Saul. A likeable
young man and exceptionally kindhearted, who hadn’t
counted the ten days that had passed since Elimelech’s death
too precisely, and immediately upon my arrival in Haifa,
where I was sent again, he welcomed me with, “Couldn’t
you at least have waited until after the seven days of
mourning?”
In contrast, Ben-Dan, later my supervisor in Jerusalem, a
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handsome, intelligent man and deathly serious, thought that
any duty that had to be executed in the underground took
precedence over everything else. Even if the matter were not
urgent. “In the underground,” he said, “there are no fathers
or mothers or children.”
In time I forgot what this “Prussian type,” as I dubbed him
then in my heart, said to me. I couldn’t and didn’t want to
take such instruction and I ignored it. For I wouldn’t leave
my daughter hungry. I must have completely erased that
conversation from my memory.
Nearly thirty years passed and I met him, Ben-Dan,
when I was recording testimonies for the Lehi archives. I
interviewed him about his activities in the underground and
taped him. “Sarah,” he said, calling me by my nom de guerre
and breaking the continuity, “I want you to know, it’s been
consuming me all these years. In Jerusalem, do you still
remember, I said to you...?” and he quoted his instructions
from thirty years before. “I’m not at all a callous man, I don’t
know what possessed me then.”

We returned to Tel Aviv, Uriella and I. The British had yet to
leave as they’d announced they would. The threat was less
than it had once been. Nonetheless, we weren’t sure they
really intended to leave. The whistle of independence had
been heard but the bells were not yet ringing.
(Apparently, they didn’t intend to leave quietly. They couldn’t
defeat the Yishuv. But they could take revenge on us. When
I was still in Jerusalem I was nearly a victim of one of these
vengeful actions; they exploded car bombs on Ben Yehuda
Street, in the heart of Jerusalem, on February 22, 1948.)
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The people in Tel Aviv had changed. They were not as I
remembered them. It was as though a shower of adrenaline
had washed over them. They seemed more awake than
awake.
There was tension in the air. People were killed every day.
The Arabs shot at the outlying Jewish neighborhoods and at
those who traveled on the roads.

I returned home before Ben Gurion’s declaration of the
establishment of the Jewish state. I arrived to a house empty
of its inhabitants. My sister Fanny had married and left the
nest. I returned from “exile,” from the besieged Jerusalem.
My brother David, the youngest of us, had enlisted in the
Palmach’s naval branch, the Pal Yam. At the time, he was
my mother’s main worry. There was no letter, no knowledge
of where he was. Egyptian planes bombed the center of
Tel Aviv daily. And every day the radio would report the
casualties in battle and on the roads.
The people atthe Jewish Agency and the Executive Committee
of the Histadrut could give my mother no information about
my brother’s fate. When she would return home from her
fruitless walks to their offices, she would take comfort in
Uriella. She would spread her arms to the little one. To
encourage her to take her first steps on her own. But the child
would cling tightly to her grandmother and not let go.
“Who knows, who knows,” my mother sighed, “If I will see
my son again.” The news from the front was, in general,
bad.
She had prophesied without realizing what she had said.
One morning, after the second bombing of that day, only after
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which the siren sounded, my mother disappeared. Where to?
Was it coincidence or fate? The last words I’d heard from her
were that it was not a day to leave the house.
Who saw her leave? She didn’t return. The bombings
continued.
I eventually found her in the morgue at Hadassah Hospital.
All those killed in that day’s bombings were covered in
blankets. Lying in a long row, one next to the other. “God,
please, don’t let her be among them,” I prayed in my heart. I
wanted to run out. But my eyes spotted the tips of her shoes
extending, indicating their owner.
At my request they showed me her face. In it, I saw the last
moment of her life. The first arrow of recognition hit me
and I felt myself constricting. “This is it. I’m standing above
her and breathing this moment that will never change. I will
never see her again.” Her eyes were wide open and her head
tilted upwards as though she were listening. Hearing a sound
coming from the sky.
My little Uriella, over a year old, didn’t understand what the
commotion was about. No one was paying attention to her.
No one extended a hand to her or took her into his or her
arms. And then, suddenly, as though deciding that there was
no one she could count on, she stood up. And without help,
she took her first steps on her own, independently.
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Haboker, January 1,1947

“Relations between the Irgun and Lehi Strengthened”

Ha’aretz, April 22,1947

Feinstein and Barazani Commit Suicide in Prison
Yesterday they signed a request for a pardon.
Today they were to be executed.
The two sentenced to death, Meir Feinstein and Moshe Barazani,

committed suicide Tuesday night in the Jerusalem Central Prison. The
two were to be executed today, Tuesday.

Ha’aretz, May 5,1947

Fourteen Jews, One Arab Killed in
Terrorist Attack on Acco Prison
Over 100 men in army uniforms participated in the attack,
arriving in cars. The fortress walls were bombed.

Palestine Post, May 5,1947

15 Dead, 251 Escape in Acre Prison Break
Haifa, Sunday - Leaving a trail of land mines behind them on the Acre-

Haifa road, a large party of terrorists this afternoon attacked the Acre
Prison and freed 251 prisoners [...].
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Chapter 19

The Whistle of a Bullet in the Dark

The streets were wet and empty. The few lights that shined
here and there from the windows of houses broke into pieces
in the puddles ahead of us and peered at us, gloomy and
quivering. We walked, Gabi (Zeev-Willy Badian) and I, in
the desolate streets of Jerusalem, toward Rehavia. It was
only nine o’clock at night.
“You’d think it is two in the morning in Tel Aviv,” quipped
Gabi. “Four in the morning,” I retorted. An unsettling silence
completely surrounded us. We took care not to slip in the
puddles. Even the cautious steps we took - and our instinct
not to wake those who were sleeping - echoed afar, with no
one to return the sound.
Gabi and I worked in two different divisions. He worked in
the Sixth Division and I was in charge of the Youth Division.
If we faced problems in our work, we didn’t speak of them.
That was taboo. Jerusalem’s Youth Division was ten times
larger than Haifa’s. What exactly did he do in his division? I
didn’t know. And it was best that I not know.
We never spoke openly of the results of our work. While
secrecy was the rule in all the divisions, this was all the more
so in the Intelligence Division, which we called the Sixth
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Division.
“Did you hear how they smuggled him, Farran, out of the
country?” I asked Gabi, referring to an article in the paper.
“Just a small mention on a back page.” Something of such
importance to us and all it got was a short buried article.
Should we have giggled at the “secret” operation? They went
to such great lengths to acquit the murderer and smuggle him
to England. “I didn’t expect those British to do justice here,”
Gabi expressed his opinion, “otherwise, they would have to
admit they were using illegal terror tactics,” and after a short
pause for thought, he added, “Democratic Britain would
never accept that, and that is their weakness.”
In the silence and darkness I imagined and actually saw the
boy’s distress. He set out alone one cold Jerusalem evening,
carrying proclamations for his unit to post on the walls of
houses.
A car passed by him and stopped. British men in civilian
clothing leaped out, forcibly pushed him into the car, and
kidnapped the boy. He disappeared without a trace.
By then we knew that the boy’s name was “Haim” (Alexander
Rubovitch), he was 16 years old, and they had murdered him
and hidden the body.
Farran, the commander and executor of the kidnapping and
murder, went free. Why wouldn’t the British court distort
justice? After all, the authorities themselves had sent him to
commit murder.
There was sadness in our hearts. We hadn’t known Alexander
Rubovitch personally, but he was our brother. Who knew
what tortures he had endured? It could have happened to us
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as well.
“The entire city is asleep!” But from a distance, opposite
the Jewish Agency buildings, near the building called “City
Garden,” we saw the figure of a man standing. “Thank God,
there is another living soul besides us here.” As we drew
closer the street lamp illuminated him more distinctly. He
was a solid man, of medium height, wrapped in a thick coat.
This must be a Hagana guard post, we assumed.
We thought we might exchange a few inconsequential words
with him, just to break the silence. We were ten steps from
him. Suddenly the grating “zzzuuuf ’ sound of a bullet shook
the silence. The quiet around us amplified the whistle of the
bullet. It cut the air like a long scream, boom, and hit. And
another shot.
Again, they were shooting from their positions. “What do
the British hope to gain from this?”
Without a moan, without a sigh, the man ahead of us collapsed
and fell to the ground at the entrance to “City Garden.” We
ran and took cover behind the stone fence that encircled the
building. And suddenly, as if out of nowhere, other people
were behind the fence. More shots were heard, which ended
like the bang of cymbals.
“Where did all these people come from?” And the silent,
faceless man at the entrance. Lying there.
The wounded man was at the entrance. We had to help him. It
turned out there was a doctor in the group behind the fence.
“Bring him here,” she said, frightened.
I wanted to get up and run, but the coward in me stopped me
and said, “Why run, in any case you can’t carry him alone.”
I looked around. No one was moving.
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“And what will happen if you get hit, too? Your daughter
will be without father or mother. You alone are there for her.
Don’t you get it?”
That was the first time I grasped that a fateful life-and-death
choice determined the fate of another person. It wasn’t just
me anymore.
Suddenly I was overcome with anguish. I was afraid to
endanger my daughter’s fate and felt shame. Not to help to a
wounded man? “Each and every one of us,” I said to myself,
“has all the reasons in the world not to take the risk. So? We
won’t offer any help? We’ll turn our backs on a wounded
man?” I stood up from my hiding place and ran to him, the
man lying on the sidewalk.
These thoughts, apparently, lasted maybe a minute. Maybe
less. The same minute that I stood was also the minute the
rest of those who were there overcame their qualms, and all
of us rushed as one to the wounded man.
It didn’t save the wounded man. The next day we read in the
paper that the bullet that hit him, killed him. Just like that,
shot for no reason.
“What purpose did the English soldier perceive in lying in
his position and pulling the trigger in order to kill?”

Gabi and I continued on our way, each to his own home.
Within me two twins were fighting: “Was what I did a
brave, worthy deed or had I failed as a mother and been
irresponsible?” I couldn’t decide. And yet, deep in my heart
I felt that it was my victory as a human - over the human
weakness inside me.
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Palestine Post, May 13, 1947

Detainees for Gilgil Camp
Six Hundred Held Here and Abroad
Nairobi, Monday (Reuter) - Fifty more suspected Jewish terrorists
deported from Palestine arrived here by air today. They were immediately

taken by road to Gilgil Camp, 50 miles away, under strong military guard
[•••]•

Ha’aretz, April 22,1947

Cyprus Camps’ Conditions Worsen
Following 3 days of hunger strikes

Ha’aretz, August 28,1947

969 Jews Detained and Imprisoned
in Eretz Israel and Kenya Camps
*

Dozens Injured Yesterday in Tel Aviv

in a wild rampage by soldiers and police; mayor to meet
authorities this morning
British police from the Police Mobile Force and soldiers from the airborne
division went wild again yesterday in different locations throughout the

city. Dozens were injured and treated by Magen David Adorn, including a
Hebrew police officer and a nine-year-old boy [...].
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Chapter 20

If I Am Thinking...

“If I am thinking, I must still be alive.” That thought crossed
my mind as a thick, dirty fog surrounded and enwrapped
me. I couldn’t see a thing, not even Hanan, who had been
standing right in front of me a moment ago. Was he alive?
The hard blast of air from the explosion deafened me and
rendered me unconscious. I heard nothing. It must have been
for only a few seconds, for when my consciousness returned
I was still standing on my feet in the stairwell. Clouds of dust
and the smell of explosive powder hung in the air and filled
my nostrils.
Was I hurt? I moved my hands over my body. No. No, not
even a scratch.
I remembered that a few years earlier my leg had been hit
by a bullet accidentally fired from my gun, and for the first
few minutes I hadn’t felt a thing. But, no. Thank God. I was
healthy and in one piece.
Everything was dark and strangely silent. (The cries of the
injured would be heard only several minutes later.) The
heavy haze settled slowly and Hanan was still in front of
me, standing at his full height, with a smile of relief. Alive
and well. What luck we had. And what a mocking luck his
was. Only two days earlier, he had crept through a sewage
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pipe and escaped from the Jerusalem prison with a group of
others. He hadn’t yet had a chance to breathe the air of real
freedom. He hadn’t yet gone outside for no special reason.
Mephistopheles seemed to be fighting him and demanding
payment for the desire to be free. He only just got out and
already he was standing in the midst of explosion and chaos.
At that point we still couldn’t assess the extent of the damage.
Nonetheless, our lives had been spared. We were fortunate.
This time, unlike the previous May when the Irgun broke
through the walls of Acco prison to free the Irgun and Lehi
prisoners. Hanan, who was among the escapees, was already
outside the prison walls. But bad luck followed him. British
soldiers lay in ambush and showered him with bullets. He
was wounded and caught, and he found himself back in
prison.

“I am thinking, therefore I must be alive.” I wondered at my
still being alive. It was blind fate, and death was so near, so
certain.
Only then did I start to look around. The staircase looked
like a pile of junk. From where I stood I could see the sky
through what used to be the walls of the bedroom. Now there
were big holes in them.
One by one the survivors began to exit their apartments.
Their eyes wide open, as they wandered around in shock.
They could not believe those eyes....Astonished and lost.
Groans of pain were heard.
One by one the residents took their injured out of the rooms
on the fourth floor, where we were, and dragged them to the
hallway. Laying them down on that small part of the floor
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that was still solid.
And they, the injured, lying or sitting. Those who were
conscious were stunned and groaning in pain. We huddled
together. Wounded and blood. I had never seen such streams.
“Fate has been playing hide and seek with me,” I thought. Not
even a footstep separated us. Suddenly, as if the haze in my
head had also settled, a revelation came like lighting: “What
would have happened to my daughter had I been hurt...?” I
didn’t dare think the word “killed.” “How would my family
have been able to find her?” No one knew theye^e couple
that was caring for her so devotedly. “She is in a safe place.”
I tried to calm myself. “She’s in a safe place? Where is that?”
I watched a trickle of blood creep slowly toward the end of
the hallway, toward where there had once been stairs, then
seemingly stop hesitantly for a moment, recharge its strength,
and drip down. “Maybe there is no such place?”
In my imagination I could see the couple that was taking
care of my child waiting in vain for me to come and their
being surprised. I wondered if I seemed to them like a mother
who would abandon her child. In any case, if I didn’t show
up they would check with the office at the university where
I was supposed to be a student and find that I was not on
its list. In the end, one way or another the mystery would
be solved. And Uriella, my daughter, would be sent to my
mourning parents in Tel Aviv.
These thoughts may have come to me later. After we left and
were in a safe place. At the time I was watching Nehama,
admiring the way she helped the injured. Without medical
equipment. Only her hands. She was a professional nurse.
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I wanted to do what she was doing. Nehama was living
in the room I’d slept in that night, as was Hanan since his
escape from the Jerusalem prison several days earlier. I had
turned my regular room in Rehavia over to another of the
escapees, Yehuda Feder-Bar Giora (“my cousin who escorts
the convoys to Jerusalem,” we had told the landlord). Feder
was physically short but he reached intellectual heights.
I tried to help the injured, too. I’m ashamed to say I had no
success. I think that instead of assisting them, I hurt them.
The explosion didn’t come as a total surprise to us. From the
fourth floor of the building, a couple of minutes before, in the
early morning, we saw the car bomb. The fuse burned inside
it; a safety fuse. We knew that, dependent on its length, the
fuse gave those who lit it time to retreat safely. We learned
this in one of our sabotage courses. It was part of our war
against the British regime.
It was six o’clock in the morning and the smoking car stood
below....It didn’t seem logical. Only ordinary people lived
there. Families and workers. Why would they want to kill
run-of-the-mill civilians?
At that early hour, most of the people hadn’t yet woken from
their night’s sleep, and the cold February air of Jerusalem
had kept them huddled under their warm covers.
Though I was inside the building, I didn’t hear the great boom
that echoed far away, all over the city. None of those who were
crushed to death or hurt had time to hear the explosion either.
They, in fact, had no idea that something happened to them.
Their dreams simply stopped, suddenly, in the middle, along
with them. Worse was the state of those who were injured
and in shock, and they, too, had no idea what had befallen
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them. Among them was a man who had lost his eye, who sat
on the ground moaning. His wife, totally naked, screamed
hysterically. Someone tried firmly to silence her. Someone
else put a bathrobe over her. Actually, given the confusion,
there was nothing strange in her being naked. The young man
who occupied the room adjacent to ours lay on the ground.
His jaw was shattered and his left shoulder was like dough.
He was conscious and tried to speak; the words coming out
of his mouth sounded like a mixture of dull sounds, which
I was unable to piece together or make comprehensible. I
was overcome by a sense of disappointment. I felt I had to
understand what he was asking, but I couldn’t. Finally, my
friend Nehama, bless her, understood his request and put his
injured arm into a more comfortable position. Less painful.
Ever since I can remember, the sight of blood upset my
stomach. When I was in school and the health department
decided to vaccinate us for one thing or another, I didn’t run
away, but as the needle came closer I would turn pale, white
as chalk, and nearly faint.
“Here and now you will not faint!” I decided resolutely. And
I didn’t. But my frustration was great; I wanted to help the
injured but didn’t know how. The attempt I made was of no
help at all.
I wanted to just get up and run away. Far away. But my legs
would not allow it. The nightgown I wore was soaked with
the spilled blood of the injured. What despair. So useless.
How much time passed? I don’t know. It was as though the
earth stood still and everything happened in a floating, frozen
vacuum. Perhaps no more than ten or fifteen eternal minutes
passed before the ambulance sirens were heard, bringing
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salvation. Thank God!

Hanan, Nehama, and I, in pajamas and nightgowns befouled
with blood, slid over the remains of the steel banisters in
the stairwell. We slid and descended, out to the cold air of
the Jerusalem winter. We walked through the streets of the
city, which had changed. The people we met on our way
stared at us with open mouths and wide eyes. They, too, were
different. At the furthermost part of the city Hanan knocked
on his grandmother’s apartment door. She greeted us warmly.
As though it were natural. As though this were an everyday
visit. All the time. And I felt and wondered to myself, “After
all the chaos and confusion - I am no longer the person I
was. I’m different. Are Nehama and Hanan, too?”
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Lehi Collected Works, vol. 1., pp. 741-42

The Accused Accuse
Freedom Fighters before the British Military Court in
Jerusalem
Who is the judge here and who are the police and the executioners here?
How have British from a faraway land become the judges, policemen and
hangmen of Jews in Zion?

[...] The greatest insult is the fact that this is Zion, not Poland or France,

but Zion - where Jews are being put on trial by foreigners, insulted and
trampled, sentenced to prison and gallows. The root of the disaster is

that we are in the “Hagana” [defense], that we are being “accused” and

“judged.”
It is time to change things. It is time that we become the judges doing the

accusing.
We accuse the British regime of the occupation of a country that does not
belong to them.

We accuse the British regime of cruelly and intentionally deceiving the
Hebrew nation and exploiting the Jews’ naive trust to further its own

imperialist interests [...].
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Chapter 21

Guilt that Cannot Be Erased

It was strange that my mother was the one who voiced
opposition to my beginning a new relationship. Maybe not
emphatic opposition, but she conveyed her dissatisfaction by
making “various comments.”
I recalled this long after the comments were made. At the
time I didn’t respond. I closed myself off. I didn’t really try
to understand her point. By the time I did think about it,
my mother was no longer alive, and I couldn’t ask her. I
tried to resolve the unresolved riddle. Its solution, I thought,
might lead me to a revelation, since at the time these things
happened I accepted them as the way things were and didn’t
devote much energy to them.
My mother argued, “How do you think Haim’s parents will
react to this?” (Meaning the parents of Elimelech, may he rest
in peace). She feared that the time wasn’t ripe yet. It was too
soon and might hurt the bereaved parents. She also said, and
the way she spoke said even more, “This boy you brought,”
(she had seen us kissing), “he is a Madyar [Hungarian],” and
she added, “I don’t like Madyars.” Maybe she even said that
she hated Madyars?
I was surprised. I’d never heard my mother discriminate
between people. What she’d taught us about equality was
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so ingrained in me that even her own new remarks could not
change it.
It was almost Passover in the year 1948. And we were
already in the midst of a war. It was a battle for the use of
roads and protection of suburbs exposed to the gunfire of
Arab gangs not yet coalesced into a standing army. This was
before the other Arab armies invaded. The English were still
in the country and car bombs were exploding in the heart of
Jerusalem. The British were waging a rearguard war against
us. Did they really intend to leave the country? Was dawn
really approaching?
We continued fighting the British without respite. As long
as they ruled over the Land of Israel. Time passed and the
British were nearer to leaving, but that was something we
would know only after the fact. Yes, in hindsight, we know
that we were getting close to the end of the underground war.
Definitely. But until the last British soldier left the country,
doubt remained.

Uriella was almost a year and a half old. Almost a year and
a half had passed since her father was killed in the breakout
from Acco prison. He was the only one in the truck driving to
freedom killed by that shot from the British ambush. He and
other of his fellow escapees were cramped together inside,
one on top of the other. The truck got past the prison walls.
They were on the outskirts of the city. Another hundred
meters. A little more and....
But even the greatest love, which I thought would act as our
good luck charm, was not protection enough. That one gun,
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that single bullet....

Elimelech’s parents, Henya and Asher, were the first to
approach me, to try to convince me. “You can’t turn back
the wheels of time.” The pain rolling in the depths rose from
their voices. “Uriella is growing. She needs a father.”
I’m not sure that I fathomed the meaning and consequences
their words had for them. More accurately, was I able at the
time to appreciate the full magnitude of their love and the
scope of the sacrifice the words were for them?
“They are wonderful people, one hundred percent,” I thought
and even said. I admired their openness. Their unselfishness.
I loved them and did not detach myself from their pain. I saw
in their gesture greatness of soul, kindness, and logic. Just
as I, short on understanding, expected of them and thought
natural. “They will be warm and supportive. That’s just the
kind of people they are.”
I don’t know if I would have acted differently had I fathomed
the matter. Had I truly understood the profundity of the
impossible sacrifice. Perhaps I didn’t want to know. Perhaps
I could not deal with coming face to face with their pain,
which would never become a thing of the past. Even if I
knew its measure....
In a conversation Elimelech and I had one evening before
that final mission, or the one before it, in the midst of the
preparations and excitement as we got ready, when we were
together and alone, I said, “If something should happen to
me....” In moments like those, the words came openly from
the heart, in warm soulful conversation.
I have no recollection of where we were, even in what
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room. Elimelech looked at me silently. He understood that
the “something” I didn’t name was death. The possibility
couldn’t be ignored. “If something should happen to me, I
want you to get on with your life. Don’t remain alone.” I
said this although my heart shrank in pain at the thought that
I wouldn’t be at his side and someone else would.
Did I expect him to protest vociferously and say, “No,
never!”? Or to reply in kind? “But,” I added, “don’t forget
me.” Elimelech didn’t say a word. But his body recoiled.

I married Nadav under his real name, Moshe, while he was
still in uniform, serving in the Israel Defense Forces, four
months after the establishment of the state.
The underground dissolved. We no longer needed code
names. The wedding ceremony took place in the courtyard
of the community center on Yavne Street in Tel Aviv, in the
presence of only family members and close friends. My
sister Fanny and her husband Freddy escorted me to the
canopy instead of my mother and my father. My mother
wasn’t there. As I walked toward the canopy I didn’t look
to the sides; I didn’t want to turn my head and “see” that
she wasn’t there. She’d been killed three months earlier,
one month after that conversation she and I had about
the “Hungarian,” by the Egyptian planes that bombed the
country, and particularly Tel Aviv, every day following the
proclamation of the establishment of the State of Israel.
Arab armies crossed the borders and invaded our country,
intending to undo the proclamation and eradicate Israel right
after its establishment.
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Those were crazy days. They seemed to come out of Pandora’s
box. Everywhere we went, something struck.
Every day new shocks rocked the country. And each day’s
shock was worse than the previous day’s. Pain mixed with
pain that mixed with the pain of everyone else. Every day,
again and again. Here, a family had been killed. There, one’s
friends had fallen. Did the young state have a future or not?
Everyone lived in a fog.
I tried to keep things in perspective and preserve my sanity.
Within the whirlwind. I tried to do some soul searching. I
thought, what right did I have to complain about fate? When
I chose the road I took I did so in full awareness. I turned
my life over to fate by choice, without recompense and even
without hope of being thanked. I promised myself up front:
“I alone will determine what I will do with my life, come
what may. I will bear the consequences and I will not break.”
And it was a surprising discovery to find that the very act of
giving gave me strength; and my life, meaning.
How different this reality was from that of my childhood.
Then, my thinness caused my parents sleepless nights and
was the subject of family discussions. And I remembered
the internal conflicts of my teen years. When I weighed my
dreams and hopes against the problems of humanity and our
own problems in this country. I discovered that the sheltered
life in which I was raised was not representative of what
went on around me. It was an autonomous and secure island,
not applicable to what was real. The world I woke to was a
world of obligations. In it, society and the fate of our people
took precedence.
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The raging war abated. We rose from the underground,
victorious, wounded, and survivors. The hurricane-like roar
of the War of Independence gave way to a softly whispered
silence (though not for long). But the State of Israel existed.
What was next? What was I, personally, to do? I packed up
the hopes that were cut short. I put away and sealed off the
joint yearnings of the past, which were now inaccessible. I
vanquished the great hunger for what didn’t last and would
never be again. I had only tasted a bit of it.
I was tossed from my planet and began a different course of
life.
“Why are you dissatisfied?” I said to myself in wonder, “the
State of Israel has been established. It is our independent
state. Isn’t that reason enough to celebrate?” When I thought
logically, I agreed. It was true. My rational wisdom was
happy. Not only did we have an independent state, but it
was established earlier than we had expected. Thus, we were
spared decades of underground warfare. I married Moshe.
Together, we entered a new cycle of life and a different love.
“So why is there nonetheless a sadness within me?” I didn’t
plan for it to hit me, but it did.
I tried to find an explanation for and analyze the meaning
of my emotions. I thought, there is something strange in
realizing a dream. In realizing a dream that is more important
than life. But only part of the dream had been realized. The
job was not finished but offered no missions. We had a goal,
to which I had totally devoted myself, and I was left empty.
We had not finished the job. “It is as if part of your heart
remained outside.” And the part outside meant that there was
a great void inside.
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The pain over friends who were killed along the way, who
did not see what was accomplished, stirred again. There was
no longer an equality of opportunity. Their cards came up.
They would not see the State of Israel established or the
independent Jewish government. They would not even know
that it exists. They paid the price, and we were given the
reward.
Yes. I married Moshe-Nadav and we built a new, loving
family. Uriella, my daughter, gained a devoted and loving
father. She called him “Daddy.” What else was needed?
Love filled our home. That, after all, is what people see as
the epitome of happiness, is it not? Then why did Moshe and
I have a feeling that something was missing?
Years passed before we adjusted. It took me a long time
to call him by his real name, Moshe. Not until we climbed
down from Jacob’s ladder to the alleyways of our private
lives. To the banal and small concern for ourselves. It wasn’t
at all easy. But we were overcome after Yammi and Ruthie,
our daughters, were bom.
Uriella was a year and a half old when we married. We
would visit her grandparents, the Applebaum family Haim-Elimelech’s parents - together. We celebrated most
of the holidays with them. They were happy to see their
granddaughter and happy when we came. They didn’t often
leave their home. Their grief and mourning had shut them in.
They buried their joy in life along with their son, Haim, and
their motivation and energy.
When Uriella turned three we faced the problem of how to
continue. Whether to tell her that her father was gone and
about him. And that Moshe, whom she called “Daddy,”
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wasn’t her biological father.
The problem was difficult. “What should I do?” I was
unacquainted with precedents. I was afraid that the knowledge
that she didn’t have a father as all the other children did would
hurt her and create a void inside her - forever. I searched for
a way to minimize the damage. I consulted my mother- and
father-in-law. “Hanna,” they said to me, “Do whatever you
decide is best for the child.” The ball was back in my court.
“What should I do?”
A 16-year-old girl with sad eyes told me, “I was young when
my father died, I know him only from photographs.”
Yes, she had a father by then, the man who married her
mother, and he was a fine person. He was good to her.
Then why did she have sorrowful eyes (so sad)? I prayed with
all my heart, “God, don’t let my daughter have such eyes.” I
decided that it was the knowledge that causes the pain. After
investigating long and hard, consulting with professionals,
and internal debate, I went back to my in-laws. I told them,
“Moshe wants to adopt the girl as his daughter. What do you
think? So she can grow up like any other girl.”
“Do whatever you think is best for the girl, we trust you,”
they repeated.
Once again, I wasn’t wise or sensitive enough to understand
the enormity of their sacrifice. I didn’t understand that I
shouldn’t have accepted what they gave. The words “whatever
you think” should have been a signal to me, should have lit
a light.
To Uriella, they remained grandmother and grandfather.
When she asked, we explained that Grandma and Grandpa
were Moshe’s adoptive parents, since he had lost his in the
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Holocaust. It was somewhat parallel to his adoption of her as
a daughter. And so the big lie continued. When she grew up,
we decided, we would tell her the truth.
I was convinced that I had acted wisely and sensibly. Uriella
grew up to be a joyful and happy young woman. She lacked
nothing. When she was 16 and insisted on getting her own
ID card, we told her the truth. She was stunned. “Pity poor
Grandma and Grandpa Applebaum,” she said, shedding a
tear, the sentence stifled. At that moment I saw a completely
different side of her, which I hadn’t recognized earlier or
known was inside her. She immediately understood and
got right to the heart of the human dilemma, in the deepest
sense. The carefree girl who saw the whole world in pink
displayed depth and sensitivity. She felt immediately who
the real victims were all those years we pretended and told
a noble lie.
Not right away, but after some time - years later, in fact - her
anger grew. At the lies with which we surrounded her. “It has
nothing to do with logic. I understand that you thought this
was the best way for me to be happy,” were more or less the
words, or at least the meaning of the words, she managed to
spare when I tried unsuccessfully to get her to talk.
We can never know what would have happened “if.” If
we had acted differently. In life, we are always forced to
choose one path to take from the different options. After the
euphoria and self-confidence I felt when I chose and “knew”
that my decision was the correct one, for I had preserved my
child’s happiness, came the sobriety and doubt. Had I acted
differently, would the results have been better? Would not
pains and pressures of a different sort have arisen? Are there
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paths in this world that hold nothing but good? The factors
we are given are not in our control. I tried to make a case for
myself. But I couldn’t change the past.
Notwithstanding all the soul searching brought about by the
crisis in our relationship, I couldn’t decide what would have
been better or less bad in terms of the past. Nor was there
any point in trying to do so.
Years later, in honest conversation with my sister-in-law,
Tamar (Haim’s sister), whom I loved, she revealed to me
some of Grandma and Grandpa’s pain, after they were long
gone. Words that I will never forget. And I will never forgive
myself:
“We’ve lost our son,” they cried, “and now we’ve no
granddaughter either.”
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